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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION  

 

Air Pollution Source Apportionment Before, During, and After the 2008 Beijing 

Olympics and Association of Sources to Aldehydes and Biomarkers of Blood 

Coagulation, Pulmonary and Systemic Inflammation, and Oxidative Stress in Healthy 

Young Adults 

By  

Brent A. Altemose 

Dissertation Director: Mark G. Robson, Ph.D., MPH, DrPH  

Based on principal component analysis (PCA) of air pollution data collected 

during the Summer Olympic Games held in Beijing, China during 2008, the five source 

types of air pollution identified – natural soil/road dust, vehicle and industrial 

combustion, vegetative burning, oil combustion, and secondary formation, were all 

distinctly lower during the Olympics. This was particularly true for vehicle and 

industrial combustion and oil combustion, and during the main games period between 

the opening and closing ceremonies. The reduction in secondary formation was 

reflective of a reduction in nitrogen oxides, but this also contributed to increased ozone 

concentrations during the Olympic period.   

Among three toxic aldehydes measured in Beijing during the same time period, 

only acetaldehyde had a reduction in mean concentration during the Olympic air 

pollution control period compared to the pre-Olympic period. Accordingly, acetaldehyde 

was significantly correlated with primary emission sources including vegetative burning 

and oil combustion, and with several pollutants emitted mainly from primary sources. In 

contrast, formaldehyde and acrolein increased during the Olympic air pollution control 
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period; accordingly both were significantly correlated with ozone and with the 

secondary formation source type. These findings indicate primary sources may dominate 

for acetaldehyde while secondary sources may dominate for formaldehyde and acrolein.  

Biomarkers for pulmonary inflammation (exhaled breath condensate (EBC) pH, 

exhaled nitric oxide, and EBC nitrite) and hemostasis and blood coagulation (vWF and 

sCD62p) were most consistently associated with vehicle and industrial combustion, oil 

combustion, and vegetative burning. The systemic inflammation biomarker 8-OHdG 

was most consistently associated with vehicle and industrial combustion. In contrast, the 

associations between the biomarkers and the aldehydes were generally not significant or 

in the hypothesized direction, although EBC nitrite was associated with both acrolein 

and acetaldehyde, and sCD62p was associated with acetaldehyde. Notably, the 

biomarker sCD40L showed few significant associations with any of the air pollution 

source types or aldehydes.  

The findings indicate that implementing controls for combustion sources may 

have a positive impact on cardiorespiratory health, even in healthy young adults. More 

aggressive control of vegetative burning and further reduction of nitrogen oxide 

concentrations would likely have an even more positive impact.  
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Introduction 

The Summer Olympic Games held in Beijing, China during 2008 afforded a 

unique opportunity to evaluate the sources of and health effects resulting from air 

pollutants, as a result of the Chinese government’s mandatory control actions on certain 

pollutant emissions during the games. This study examines the changes in air pollution 

composition and concentration using principal component analysis (PCA), applies the 

PCA to identify predominant sources of the air pollution and the impact of those source 

types on aldehyde concentrations, and examines the relationship between the source 

types and aldehydes with biomarkers of blood coagulation, pulmonary and systemic 

inflammation, and oxidative stress in healthy young adults.   

Based on the intensity of the air pollution control measures (Wang et al., 2009a), 

our study used three periods defined as follows: the pre-Olympic period (June 4th - July 

19th) when some light controls were implemented, the during-Olympic period (July 20th 

- September 19th) when the full-scale control measures were implemented, and the post-

Olympic period (September 20th - October 30th) when the control measures were 

relaxed. In addition, extra control measures were adopted during the Olympic period 

(August 8th - August 24th) and the Paralympic period (September 6th - September 

17th). Therefore, the during-Olympic period can be further divided into two sub-periods: 

sub-period 1 with full-scale control measures (July 20th - August 7th and August 24th - 

September 5th) and sub-period 2 with the full-scale control measures and the extra 

actions (August 8th - August 23rd and September 6th - September 17th).  

 Although the control measures clearly resulted in significant reductions in 

concentrations of primary emitted pollutants (e.g., PM2.5, SO2, NOx) as reported in  
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previous publications (Huang et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010a; Li et al., 2010b; Wang et al., 

2009a; Wang et al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2010b; Wang et al., 2010c; Wang and Xie, 

2009; Wang et al., 2009b; Wang et al., 2009d; Xin et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2010), it is 

less clear whether there were reductions for pollutants, such as ozone and aldehydes, 

that had both primary and secondary sources, and other studies have not fully examined 

which sources contributed most to the changes observed. 

This study examines the impact of air pollution sources on ambient 

concentrations of three aldehydes – formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and acrolein. These 

three aldehydes are considered Hazardous Air Pollutants by the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency because of their toxicity, and it is important to 

identify dominant sources in order to set up more effective control strategies. Although 

important sources of aldehydes include vehicles, power plants, and residential wood 

burning (Stahl 1969; Lipari 1984) as well as secondary sources (Altshuller, 1993; Chan 

and Yao, 2008; Feng et al., 2005), compared to many other air pollutants (e.g., 

hydrocarbons, PM mass and certain species), aldehydes have been understudied in 

characterizing relative contributions of primary and secondary sources in metropolitan 

centers.  

Recent studies have focused on biological mechanisms for the health effects 

observed from air pollution, including cardiorespiratory effects. A prominent 

mechanistic hypothesis is that fine and ultrafine particles increase lung oxidative stress 

and provoke alveolar inflammation (Seaton et al. 1995, Kipen et al. 2011), and that this  

leads to increased blood coagulability within hours or days (Seaton et al. 1995, Jacobs et 

al. 2010, Huang et al. 2012a).  
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Several biomarkers have shown promise as indicators of cardiorespiratory effects 

and oxidative stress. For instance, a recent study of the effects of diesel exhaust 

exposure showed several biomarker changes, including exhaled breath condensate 

(EBC) pH, and exhaled nitric oxide (eNO), associated with exposure to ultra-fine 

particles and elemental carbon (Zhang et al. 2009). Based on the HEART study from 

which the data for this analysis is being obtained (Rich et al. 2012, Huang et al. 2012a, 

Zhang et al. 2013), biomarkers showing strong effects associated with PM include: 

exhaled nitric oxide (eNO), exhaled breath condensate (EBC) nitrite, sCD62P, EBC pH, 

and plasma fibrinogen. 

The four primary hypotheses to be tested in each of three papers are as follows. 

Hypothesis #1: The first hypothesis to be tested is that the relative contributions of 

factors representing vehicle and industrial sources of air pollution in Beijing were 

different during the Olympic Games compared to the time period before and after the 

mandatory control actions were put in place. The expected result is that the relative 

contribution of the factors associated with vehicle and industrial source types will be 

greater before and after the Olympic period, compared to during the Olympics. 

Hypothesis #2: The second hypothesis to be tested is that aldehyde concentrations are 

influenced by both primary and secondary air pollution sources. The expected result is 

that the three aldehydes measured will have statistically significant linear regression 

coefficients for both primary and secondary factors identified through the PCA. The 

primary factors associated with the aldehydes will be combustion sources (vehicle, 

industrial, and biomass). Hypothesis #3: The third hypothesis to be tested is that 

biomarkers of blood coagulation, pulmonary and systemic inflammation, and oxidative 
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stress are associated with combustion sources. The expected result is that the multiple 

regression analyses for the selected biomarkers with the factors derived from the PCA 

will result in statistically significant regression coefficients for the factors representing 

combustion sources. Hypothesis #4: The fourth and final hypothesis to be tested is that 

the biomarkers, particularly those for pulmonary inflammation, are associated with the 

aldehyde concentrations. The expected result is that the multiple regression analyses for 

the biomarkers will result in statistically significant regression coefficients for all three 

aldehydes.  
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Abstract. Using air pollution data collected before, during, and after the Summer 

Olympic Games in Beijing in August 2008, this study examines sources and trends in air 

pollution utilizing principal component analysis (PCA). Due to mandatory controls 

implemented by the Chinese government during the Olympics, many sources of air 

pollution, including vehicle and industrial sources, power plants, construction work, and 

road dust were intentionally curtailed and suppressed. Based on the factors scores from 

the PCA, the five primary sources of air pollution identified – natural soil/road dust, 

vehicle and industrial combustion, vegetative burning, oil combustion, and secondary 

formation, were all distinctly lower during the Olympics. This was particularly true for 

vehicle and industrial combustion and oil combustion, and during the main games period 

between the opening and closing ceremonies, when the factors scores for all five source 

types were lower compared to before and after (p<0.03). The reduction in secondary 

formation was reflective of a reduction in nitrogen oxides, but this also contributed to 

increased ozone concentrations during the Olympic period. These findings indicate that 

mailto:brent@sabresafety.net
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the restrictions implemented by the Chinese government during the Olympic period 

significantly decreased the contribution of all major sources of air pollution in Beijing. 

1. Introduction 

1.1.  Unique opportunity to collect air pollution data. 

The Summer Olympic Games held in Beijing, China during 2008 afforded a 

unique opportunity to evaluate the sources of and health effects resulting from air 

pollution, as a result of the Chinese government’s mandatory control actions on certain 

pollutant emission sources during the games. Vehicle and industrial sources were 

significantly restricted during the games, and consequently both the concentration and 

composition of air pollution in Beijing was expected to change. This study examined the 

changes in air pollution composition and concentration using principal component 

analysis. The control actions were implemented using a tiered series of actions. Tier 1 

actions were implemented from July 20 through September 17 (starting 2 weeks before 

the Olympic opening ceremony and ending after the Paralympics) and included:  

1. Keeping approximately 1 million high-emission vehicles, out of an expected 

3.5 million motor vehicles 

2. Suspending the operation of the coke, sinter, and metal smelting plants of 

Capital Steel Company, the largest steel manufacturer in the region 

3. Restraining the operation of other high-emission factories and power plants 

4. Ceasing construction work on almost all of the city's >3,000 building sites  

5. Ceasing all exterior spray painting and welding work in the city 

6. Spraying the roads several times a day to reduce re-suspension of road dust  

7. Seeding clouds to induce rain to further reduce ambient PM levels  
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Tier 2 actions were implemented from August 8 through August 24 (the main 

games period), including restricting the use of another 0.96 million motor vehicles and 

closing the operation of additional factories. In addition, regional air pollution control 

strategies were implemented as a part of the Campaigns of Air Quality Research in 

Beijing and Surrounding Regions (CAREBEIJING) project.    

1.2.  Principal component analysis and source apportionment 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a common technique to define new 

variables from linear combinations of initial variables (Jolliffe 2002). It has been applied 

many times to evaluate the apportionment of air pollution sources (Artaxo et al. 1999, 

Henry et al. 1994, Manoli et al. 2002, Ozkaynak and Thurston 1987, Statheropoulus et 

al. 1998). PCA was applied in this study in order to examine the predominance of air 

pollution sources throughout the duration of the study, to evaluate how the magnitude of 

these sources may have been impacted by the air pollution controls put in place during 

the Olympics.  

Song et al. previously utilized PCA for source apportionment of PM2.5 in Beijing 

(Song et al. (1) 2006). Based on data they collected for 6 days during each season 

(January, April, July, and October) in 2000, the primary sources of PM2.5 in Beijing were 

secondary sulfate and nitrate, mixed coal/biomass burning, industrial emissions, motor 

vehicle exhaust, and road dust. Cao et al. also previously conducted source 

apportionment based on airborne particulate matter data collected just outside of Beijing 

(to the northwest, in an area of heavy motor vehicle traffic) from December 1998 to 

September 2000 (Cao et al. 2002). The four most predominant sources identified 
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included soil and fly ash, a mixture of refuse incarnation and limestone from 

construction activities, motor vehicle and coal burning sources, and sea spray. 

Liu et al. utilized the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) 

Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) modeling system to study seasonal 

variations and formation mechanisms of major air pollutants in China (Liu et al. (1) 

2010, Liu et al (2) 2010). They found higher surface concentrations of sulfur dioxide, 

nitrogen dioxide, PM10, and carbon monoxide in winter and fall compared to spring and 

summer. Ozone, on the other hand, was higher in spring and summer.   

2. Methods 

2.1.    Air sample collection, storage, and analysis 

Sample collection, storage, and analysis were performed in conjunction with the 

Health Effects of an Air pollution Reduction Trial (HEART) study (Zhang et al. 2013). 

The HEART study included a comprehensive characterization of air pollution before, 

during, and after the games. All the air samplers and monitors were collocated at a 

secured spot on the Peking University 1
st
 Hospital campus that served as the clinical 

base for the health outcome measurements of the HEART study. The hospital is located 

in the center of Beijing, within the 2
nd

 ring road, 3 kilometers northwest of Tiananmen 

Square, surrounded by busy streets of local motor vehicle traffic, cyclists, and 

pedestrians.  

The real-time monitors were operated continuously throughout the entire 

measurement period (~6 months). The integrated measurements of PM2.5 mass 

concentrations as well as PM2.5 constituents were collected for approximately 24 hours 

each day (from 10 am to 10 am the next day) within the following three periods: from 
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6/2/08-7/6/08 (pre-Olympic period), 8/1/08-8/29/08 (Olympic period) and 9/30/08-

10/30/08 (post-Olympic period). Pollutant species and their measurement time 

resolution are summarized in Table 1.  

Additional data was collected simultaneously during the HEART study, 

including particle counts, PM10 concentration (real-time and integrated), and several 

gases (O3, SO2, NO2, and CO). A -radiation attenuation device, BAM 1020 (Met One, 

Inc., USA), was used to carry out the continuous monitoring of PM2.5 mass 

concentration. The monitor was calibrated with collocated gravimetric PM2.5 

measurements. The gravimetric measurements were collected daily for approximately 24 

hours using a 4-channel sampler (TH16A) coupled with cyclone size-selective inlets and 

sampled at 16.7 liters per minute (L/min). The four channels were split onto four 

different filters. Teflon filters and pre-fired quartz fiber filters (with organic impurities 

removed) were used as sampling media for subsequent PM2.5 component analyses (see 

Table 2). Some additional PM2.5 components were analyzed, however, only those used 

in the PCA are shown in Table 2. 

The pre- and post-sampling weights of filters were determined, using a CAHN 

C-30 microbalance with a sensitivity of 0.1 milligrams (mg) and with an anti-static 

device, after 24-hour equilibration in the weighing room, which was maintained at a 

constant temperature and humidity. The limits of detection for the PM2.5 constituents are 

shown in Table 3. 

Concurrent data for barometric pressure, wind speed and direction, and ambient 

temperature and relative humidity were also collected. However, the data for wind speed 

and direction could not be used as they were affected by the location of a building near 
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the monitoring station.  Therefore, an alternate set of weather data from another nearby 

source were obtained and used, and also included ultraviolet radiation (both near UV-A 

and actinic UV-B) and rain measurements. Complete data were available for most of the 

study dates in June, July, and August, but not in October.  

Statistical analysis of the data and the principal component analysis were 

conducted using R version 2.14.2 (Platform: i386-pc-mingw32/i386 (32-bit), copyright 

2012 by The R Foundation for Statistical Computing). Some additional descriptive 

statistics, data manipulation, and charts were completed using Microsoft Excel 2010 

(copyright 2010 Microsoft Corporation).  

The following descriptive statistics and charts were generated to understand the data 

set and its appropriateness for the principal component analysis (see Supplemental 

Materials for more information):  

1. Quartile plots were generated for each pollutant, as well as the log transformed 

data for each pollutant, in order to assess the normality and log normality of the 

data 

2. Each pollutant was plotted as a function of time for the entire study duration  

3. The average concentration of each pollutant before, during and after the 

Olympics was calculated  

 There were 94 days of data available from the HEART study. Among the 35 

variables included in this analysis, 33 had two or fewer missing days of data. The two 

exceptions are sulfur dioxide (SO2), which is missing 7 days of data during the middle 

period, and nickel, which is missing 16 days of data mostly during the middle period.  
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2.2.  Source apportionment by principal component analysis  

A principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted using the daily average 

concentrations of the PM2.5 constituents, as shown in Tables 1 and 2, as well as PM10 

concentrations and the daily average concentrations of several gases measured (O3, SO2, 

NO2, and CO). To support the PCA, statistical analysis was completed in R.  The 

principal() function in R from the ‘psych’ package was used. This function utilizes a 

correlation matrix. 

Certain pollutant data from the HEART study was omitted from this analysis. 

Organic matter (OM) data were omitted as they were well represented by elemental 

carbon (EC) plus organic carbon (OC). Nitrogen oxides (NOx) data were omitted as they 

were well represented by nitrogen oxide (NO) plus nitrogen dioxide (NO2).  

There were a large number of elements (24) and polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons (PAHs, 14) in the HEART study data. The abbreviations/variable names 

used for the elements and PAHs, as well as other variables used in the study model, are 

provided in Table 4. In order to keep a reasonable ratio between the number of days and 

the number of pollutant variables, 14 elements and 4 PAHs were chosen for PCA.  

The elements were chosen based on two criteria – the average concentration 

observed and their expected utility as a tracer for particular sources. All elements whose 

average concentrations were below 0.003 micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m
3
) were 

excluded (Cd, Co, Tl, Mo, Th, and U). Four elements whose average concentration was 

between 0.003 to 0.05 µg/m
3 

were omitted (P, Ba, As, and Cr), while six elements in this 

range were included due to their potential utility as source indicators (Mn, Ti, Cu, Se, V, 
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and Ni). All other elements included had an average concentration above 0.1 µg/m
3
, up 

to 1.35 µg/m
3
. These included Pb, Mg, Zn, Al, Na, Fe, Ca, and K.  

PAHs were chosen for inclusion in the PCA based on their molecular weight. 

Lower molecular weight PAHs are not as useful for source apportionment since they are 

converted in the atmosphere (Park et al. 2002, Schauer et al. 1996). PAHs with 

molecular weights greater than 252 have, however, been shown to be stable in 

atmospheric pollution mass balance equations. Based on this, four PAHs were included 

in the PCA – benzo(b)fluoranthene (BbF, MW=252.3), benzo(e)pyrene (BeP, 

MW=252.3), indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene (IcP, MW=276.3),  and benzo(ghi)-perylene 

(BghiP, MW=276.3).  

Since the principal component analysis ignores rows with missing data, 

replacement was made for missing data with the arithmetic average value for the 

pollutant. As mentioned previously, 33 of 35 pollutants had 2 or less days missing from 

the 94 days of data, and the greatest number missing was 16 (for nickel), so the impact 

of replacement was expected to be minimal. To test the sensitivity of the model, 

however, a PCA was also run without data replacement (i.e. for the 61 days with 

complete data for all pollutants). The resultant factors were similar, although ordered 

differently in terms of the percent variance for which each accounted. 

A similar sensitivity analysis was also carried out by comparing log-transformed 

data to non-log transformed data. This was done because pollutant data often follows a 

log-normal distribution, and one of the underlying assumptions of the principal 

component analysis is normally distributed variables. However, the quartile plots for this 

data show that while many of the pollutants appear to be log-normally distributed, many 
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also appear to be normally distributed. Comparison of the PCA with and without log 

transformation resulted in similar factors, although they were ordered differently in 

terms of percent variance.   

By inspection of the loadings for each factor, comparison to the existing 

literature, and consultation with co-authors on PM2.5 source compositions, assessments 

were made regarding the most likely source type of each factor. This analysis, along 

with the information provided by the PCA regarding the percent of variance in the data 

explained by each factor, was used to surmise the relative contribution of each major, 

underlying source type for air pollution in Beijing.  

In order to test the sensitivity of the PCA to the number of factors included, the 

VARIMAX rotations were compared with the number of factors decreased 

incrementally from 10 to 5. While six factors were found to have eigenvalues greater 

than one, the sixth factor was very sensitive to the number of factors included. Based on 

the sensitivity of this factor, the fact that its eigenvalue was barely over one (1.1), the 

source apportionment was limited to five factors. All five factors that were included had 

eigenvalues greater than 1.4, and each accounted for at least 7.9% of the variability in 

the data. The five factors in total accounted for 85% of the variability in the data.   

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1.  Descriptive statistics 

The Supplemental Materials (Appendix C) contain the time-series plots 

generated for the concentration of each pollutant in the study as a function of time and 

provides the descriptive statistics for each pollutant. As expected, most of the pollutants 

had average concentrations that were lower during the Olympic period compared to the 
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periods both before and after. The exceptions are several species that are associated with 

secondary formation in the atmosphere and the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAHs). As expected, secondary formation of sulfate (SO4
2-

), ozone (O3), and 

ammonium (NH4
+
) were lowest during the cooler, fall month after the Olympic period.  

The PAHs were also lowest during October. PAHs are typically highest in the 

winter as they are heavily influenced by increased fuel usage for heating (Park et al. 

2002, Prevedouros et al. 2004). A study in South Korea in 1999 also showed that PAHs 

were lowest in the fall, specifically September in that study (Park et al. 2002). This is 

likely due to the mild weather conditions associated with decreased fuel use during this 

time of year, since indoor fuel use is the primary source of biomass burning emissions in 

this region of the world (Yan et al. 2006). 

3.2.  Source apportionment by principal component analysis  

The results of the principal component analysis are shown in Table 5. Five 

factors are included, all with meaningful interpretations with respect to sources 

contributing to the air pollution in Beijing during this study. Factor 1 appears to be a 

mixed vehicle and industrial combustion source, based on the contribution of OC, EC, 

Cu, NO2
-
, Se, Na, PM2.5, Zn, Pb, NO3

-
, and Mn to the factor. Factor 2 is predominated 

by elements including Ca, Ti, Al, Mg, Fe, Na, Mn, and Ni, as well as the ions Ca
2+

, F
-
, 

Mg
2+

, and Na
+
. This source is consistent with natural soil and road dust. Factor 4 is 

primarily V, Ni, Zn, and Mn, which is indicative of an oil combustion source.  

Factor 3 has a strong positive correlation to NO and NO2, and a strong negative 

correlation to ozone, that is, it is strongly related to the titration reaction between ozone 

and the nitrogen oxides. Notably, once the Olympic controls were put in place, the 
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concentrations of ozone actually were increased due increased incident sunlight as well 

as a significant reduction in nitrogen oxides, which normally act to reduce ozone 

concentrations near the city center.  The average ozone concentration was 31.8 ppb 

before the Olympic controls and 42.2 ppb with the Olympic controls in place. Even 

during the main games period from August 8 to August 24, when most pollutants were 

even further repressed by additional control measures, the average ozone concentration 

was still 41.0 ppb. 

Factor 5 is primarily associated with the four PAHs included in the model, 

although NH4+, SO42-, Cl-, CO, Pb, PM2.5, K+, and K are also significant components. 

This factor appears to be associated with vegetative burning, based on the presence of 

the PAHs along with CO and K. The reason for the heavy loading for the PAHs with the 

vegetative burning source type and negligible loadings for the other combustion source 

types does not necessarily indicate that PAHs were not emitted by the other sources, but 

does imply that the variation of PAHs during this study followed the trend for vegetative 

burning sources more closely than the other combustion sources.  

The five sources identified – vehicle and industrial combustion, natural soil/road 

dust, secondary formation, oil combustion, and vegetative burning- are consistent with 

past source apportionment studies in Beijing (Song et al. (1) 2006, Song et al. (2) 2006, 

Song et al. 2007, Wang et al. 2008, Zheng et al. 2005). However, either motor vehicles 

or industrial sources, or both, were separate factors in all of these previous studies, 

whereas in this study these were accounted for jointly by Factor 1 (vehicle and industrial 

combustion). This may be due to the fact that these two sources were both specifically 
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targeted for control during the Olympic period, and therefore the sources were highly 

correlated during the study period.  

The only other major differences between the source apportionment in this study 

and previous studies is the addition of an oil combustion source and the lesser impact of 

secondary formation in the variance of the data. The lack of an oil combustion source in 

past studies may be simply that in previous studies this was included with other 

combustion sources such as motor vehicles or industrial sources. The greater 

contribution of secondary formation in the previous studies is easily explained, since 

each of these studies included winter and spring months that were not included in this 

study, and seasonal differences in secondary formation would therefore be more evident 

with the more dramatic changes in atmospheric and weather conditions.  

It is also worth noting that even though the spring Asian dust storms that impact 

Beijing did not occur during the time frame of this study, Factor 2 (natural soil/road 

dust) still accounted for a significant proportion of the variance in the principal 

component analysis (23.5%).  

3.3.  Principal component analysis factor score trends  

 Table 6 shows the descriptive statistics calculated for the five factors 

from the PCA. Figures 1 through 3 show the factors scores plotted as function of time 

for the periods before, during, and after the Olympics, respectively. Three of the factors 

– those associated with vehicle and industrial combustion, secondary formation, and oil 

combustion – were all lowest during August, when the Olympics occurred. 

As shown in Table 7, for these three factors the difference between the average 

factor scores during August and the rest of the study were all statistically significant 
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with  p <0.001. The p-values were determined using a two sample t-test for populations 

with unequal variances. Notably, the lower scores for Factor 3 (secondary formation) 

were enhanced by its inverse relationship with ozone concentrations, which were highest 

during August, when nitrogen oxides were lowest.  

Factor 5 (vegetative burning) was lowest on average during October, well after 

the Olympic period, and its average factor scores during August were not statistically 

different than the rest of the study period. As previously discussed, vegetative burning 

was likely lowest in October due to the mild weather conditions, with decreased fuel and 

energy use for heating and cooling. Furthermore, vegetative burning was not specifically 

controlled by the Chinese government during the Olympic period.  

Factor 2 (natural soil/road dust) was lowest during June, prior to the Olympic 

period, and highest in October, after the Olympic period. The reason for this trend is not 

clear, although it is worth noting that the Asian dust storms that would be expected to 

most strongly influence this factor did not occur during this study. Furthermore, the 

difference between the factor scores in August and the rest of the study was not 

statistically significant. It is also worth noting that during October, Factor 2 showed 

three significant peaks which all occurred one day after a significant peak for Factor 1 

(vehicle and industrial combustion). The reason for this is also not clear, but may be due 

to activity or weather patterns on one day leading to increased vehicle and industrial 

combustion, and then on the following day leading to increased natural soil and road 

dust component concentrations.  

Despite the seasonal trends for Factors 2 and 5, their factor scores were still 

lowest during the main Olympic Games period (August 8 to 24). Figure 2 clearly shows 
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very few positive values for all five factors during the time period between the opening 

and closing ceremonies. Notably, there is a significant peak for Factor 5 (vegetative 

burning) shortly before and after the opening and closing ceremonies. This may 

correspond with a flourish of activity before and after the opening and closing 

ceremonies, and may also indicate that while vegetative burning was not directly 

controlled by the Chinese government, during the main games period vegetative burning 

was nonetheless decreased.    

Table 8 shows the statistical analysis comparing the factor scores during the core 

Olympic period to the rest of the study period. The factors scores were lower during the 

core Olympic period compared to the combined data before (in June and the first week 

of August) and after (in the last week of August and October) the Olympics (p<0.03 in 

all cases). 

To evaluate the effect of weather, the available weather data was regressed with 

each factor. As shown in Table 9, although most of the weather variables were not 

significant in a regression model with each factor score, each factor was significantly 

associated with certain weather variables.  

Ambient temperature had significant, positive associations with Factor 1 (vehicle 

and industrial combustion, p=0.007) and a significant, negative association with Factor 3 

(secondary formation, p=0.008) and Factor 4 (oil combustion, p=0.025). Ambient 

relative humidity had significant, negative associations with Factor 2 (natural soil/road 

dust, p=0.02) and Factor 4 (p=0.007). Barometric pressure had a significant, negative 

association with Factor 3 (p=0.01). Actinic ultraviolet radiation (UVB, wavelength 280 

to 320 nanometers) had negative associations of possible significance with Factor 1 
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(p=0.048), Factor 4 (p=0.056), and Factor 5 (vegetative burning, p=0.083). Rain, wind 

velocity, and wind direction were not significantly associated with any of the factors, 

with the exception of a negative association between Factor 1 and winds out of the north 

(p=0.044).  

The negative association for vehicle and industrial combustion sources with 

northerly winds may be due to the fact that the monitoring location was north of the city 

center. Therefore, concentrations of the pollutants from vehicle and industrial 

combustion sources would be lowest at the monitoring station when winds carried 

emissions near the city center in the opposite direction. The reason for the negative 

association for vehicle and industrial combustion sources with UVB and the positive 

association with temperature is unclear.   

The negative association between natural soil/road dust and ambient relative 

humidity is likely due to the fact that during the study period, relative humidity was 

highest during the Olympic, when roads were wetted and traffic was restricted, leading 

to lower emissions of natural soil or road dust.  

The negative association for secondary formation with temperature is easily 

explained, since this factor was negatively associated with ozone concentrations. Ozone 

was increased during the Olympic period when the average ambient temperature and 

incident sunlight (including UVB) were highest. Furthermore, as discussed previously, 

the higher temperature and incident sunlight during the Olympics occurred concurrently 

with a significant reduction in the emission of nitrogen oxides, which normally act to 

reduce ozone concentrations. The reason for the negative association with barometric 

pressure is unclear.  
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The negative association between oil combustion and ambient temperature, 

relative humidity, and UVB is likely explained by increased use of oil for heating during 

colder outdoor temperatures (and corresponding lower outdoor humidity and incident 

sunlight). 

Finally, the relatively weak negative association between UVB and vegetative 

burning may be due to the fact that the seasonal trends for vegetative burning are such 

that emissions would be highest during colder months when UVB is lowest.  

4. Conclusions 

Based on the factors scores from the PCA, the five predominant sources of air 

pollution identified were vehicle and industrial combustion, natural soil/road dust, 

secondary formation, oil combustion, and vegetative burning. These sources were 

generally consistent with past source apportionment studies in Beijing, with slight 

differences that may be explained by the lack of spring and winter data in this study, as 

well as by the mandatory control actions put in place during the Olympics.  

All five sources of air pollution were lower during the main Olympic period than 

during the rest of the study. This was particularly true for vehicle and industrial 

combustion and oil combustion, which were both significantly lower during the entire 

August Olympic period. Secondary formation was also lowest during August but is 

reflective of decreased nitrogen oxides concentrations and increased ozone 

concentrations. These findings indicate that the restrictions implemented by the Chinese 

government during the Olympic period significantly decreased the contribution of all 

major sources of air pollution in Beijing. 
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Figure 1. Factor scores for principal component analysis of  Beijing air pollution data,  

June 2 – July 6, 2008 
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Figure 2. Factor scores for principal component analysis of  Beijing air pollution data,  

August 1 – August 29, 2008 
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Figure 3. Factor scores for principal component analysis of  Beijing air pollution data, 

September 30 – October 30, 2008 
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Table 1. Summary of pollutant species, measurement time resolution and measurement 

techniques 

 

Species 
Sampling/Monitoring  

equipment 
Time resolution 

Principle/equipment  
of measurement 

PM2.5 mass 
 

MetOne/BAM 1020 
 

Continuous 
 

-radiation attenuation 
 

PM2.5 mass 
Cyclone/quartz fiber filter/ 

Teflon filter 
24 hours Gravimetric 

Black Carbon in PM2.5 Cyclone/MAAP 
0.5 hr  

(semi-continuous) 
Multi-Angle-Absorption- 

Photometer 

EC/OC in PM2.5 Cyclone/quartz fiber filter 24 hours 
Thermal optical reflectance (TOR) 

 Analyzer 

PAHs in PM2.5 Cyclone/Teflon filter 24 hours 
 

GC/MS 
 

Ions in PM2.5 Cyclone/Teflon filter 24 hours 
 

IC 
 

Metals in PM2.5 Cyclone/Teflon filter 24 hours ICP/MS 
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Table 2. Summary of PM2.5 constituents from 4-channel sampler* 
 

Channel  
Number 

Filter Type Analytes 

1 Quartz 
 

ECOC: Elemental carbon (EC) and Organic carbon (OC) 
 

2 Teflon 
 

Ions: Na
+
, NH4

+
, K

+
, Mg

2+
, Ca

2+
, F

-
, Cl

-
, NO3

-
, SO4

2-
 

 

3 Teflon Elements: Na, Mg, Al, K, Ca, Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Se, Pb  

4 Quartz 

 
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs): benzo(b)fluoranthene (BbF),  

Benzo(e)pyrene (BeP, benzo(ghi)perylene (Bghi), indeno(123-cd)pyrene (IcP) 
 

*Additional PM2.5 constituents were analyzed; only those included in the PCA are shown in Table 2 and 3.  
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Table 3. Limits of detection of PM2.5 constituents from 4-channel sampler 

ICP-MS: elements detection [units: nanograms (ng)] 
Elements LOD elements LOD 

Na 0.0152  Mn 0.0153  

Mg 0.0007  Fe 0.0831  

Al 0.1910  Ni 0.0225  

K 0.0644  Cu 0.0187  

Ca 0.2936  Zn 0.0920  

Ti 0.1446  Se 0.0953  

V 0.0250  Pb 0.0009  

 

PAHs detection [units: nanograms per microliter (ng/µL)] 

PAHs LOD recovery 

Benzo(b)fluoranthene (BbF) 0.020  69.16% 

Benzo(e)pyrene (BeP) 0.010  72.45% 

Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene (IcP) 0.040  51.21% 

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene (Bghi) 0.020  63.72% 

 

IC: Ions detection [units: milligrams per liter (mg/L)] 

Ions Na
+
 NH4

+
 K

+
 Mg

2+
 Ca

2+
 F

-
 Cl

-
 NO3

-
 SO4

2-
 

MDL 0.03 0.06 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 
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Table 4. Key to variable names 

SO2 Sulfur dioxide, 24 hour average 

NO Nitrous oxide, 24 hour average 

NO2 Nitrogen dioxide, 24 hour average 

O3 ozone, 24 hour average 

CO Carbon monoxide, 24 hour average 

PM25 Particulate matter aerodynamic diameter < 2.5 microns 

OC Organic carbon 

EC Elemental carbon 

Na Sodium 

Mg Magnesium 

Al Aluminum 

K Potassium 

Ca Calcium 

Ti Titanium 

Mn Manganese 

Fe Iron 

Cu Copper 

Zn Zinc 

Pb Lead 

Ni Nickel SO2 sulfur dioxide, 24 hour average 

V Vanadium NO nitrous oxide, 24 hour average 

Se Selenium NO2 nitrogen dioxide, 24 hour average 

Na1 Sodium ion O3 ozone, 24 hour average 

NH41 Ammonium ion CO carbon monoxide, 24 hour average 

K1 Potassium ion   

Mg2 Magnesium ion OC organic carbon 

Ca2 Calcium ion EC elemental carbon 

F_ Fluorine ion Na sodium 

Cl_ Chlorine ion Mg magnesium 

NO3_ Nitrate ion Al aluminum 

SO42_ Sulfate ion K potassium 

BbF Benzo(b)fluoranthene Ca calcium 

BeP Benzo(e)pyrene Ti titanium 

IcP Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene Mn manganese 

BghiP Benzo(ghi)perylene Fe iron 

Tavg 24 hour average temperature   

RHavg 24 hour average relative humidity   

Baroavg 24 hour average barometric pressure   

UVAavg 24 hour average near ultraviolet radiation, 320 to 400 nanometers   

UVBavg 24 hour average actinic ultraviolet radiation, 280 to 320 nanometers   

WindVavg 24 hour average wind velocity   

Rain 24 hour total precipitation   

N,S,E,W Fractional predominance of wind direction – north, south, east, and west   
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Table 5. VARIMAX rotated factor loading matrix for Beijing air pollution data 

  Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 

  
 Vehicle/industrial  

combustion 
Natural soil     
/ road dust 

Secondary  
formation 

Oil  
Combustion 

Vegetative  
burning 

SO2 0.655 0.143 -0.060 0.372 0.181 

NO 0.195 0.315 0.756 -0.092 -0.222 

NO2 0.679 0.319 0.605 0.091 -0.047 

O3 -0.026 -0.070 -0.850 -0.122 0.033 

CO 0.490 0.050 0.255 0.432 0.492 

PM2.5 0.794 0.254 -0.114 0.085 0.474 

OC 0.827 0.304 0.330 -0.021 0.013 

EC 0.780 0.352 0.363 -0.023 0.084 

Na 0.720 0.512 0.077 0.173 0.301 

Mg 0.138 0.903 -0.042 0.218 0.076 

Al 0.239 0.897 0.195 0.173 -0.031 

K 0.600 0.245 0.095 0.441 0.439 

Ca 0.131 0.957 0.085 0.115 0.022 

Ti 0.196 0.924 0.046 0.165 0.006 

Mn 0.503 0.504 0.221 0.542 0.150 

Fe 0.376 0.749 0.206 0.239 0.180 

Cu 0.772 0.161 -0.075 0.038 0.179 

Zn 0.584 0.164 0.225 0.648 0.241 

Pb 0.717 0.127 0.030 0.382 0.467 

Ni 0.200 0.438 0.137 0.732 -0.036 

V 0.055 0.162 -0.152 0.866 0.232 

Se 0.761 0.151 0.258 0.374 0.245 

Na
+ 

0.641 0.445 0.017 0.238 0.398 

NH4
+ 

0.617 -0.040 -0.318 0.014 0.635 

K
+
 0.568 0.136 -0.015 0.385 0.525 

Mg
2+

 0.239 0.904 0.058 0.063 -0.013 

Ca
2+

 0.109 0.950 0.039 0.027 -0.017 

F
-
 0.105 0.936 0.157 0.004 -0.043 

Cl
-
 0.359 0.126 0.211 0.137 0.628 

NO3
-
 0.752 0.174 0.061 0.089 0.405 

SO4
2-

 0.584 0.028 -0.468 0.008 0.563 

BbF 0.181 -0.040 -0.107 0.129 0.946 

BeP 0.033 -0.091 -0.225 0.124 0.945 

IcP 0.326 0.040 0.011 0.056 0.906 

BghiP 0.245 -0.019 -0.046 0.064 0.934 

Eigenvalue 16.79 6.92 1.41 1.87 2.84 

% Var.  25.7% 23.5% 7.9% 9.5% 18.6% 

Cum% var.  25.7% 49.2% 57.1% 66.6% 85.2% 
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Table 6. Descriptive statistics for air pollution source type factor scores, Beijing, China,         

June – October 2008 

  Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 

  
Vehicle/industrial  

combustion 
Natural soil   
/ road dust 

Secondary  
formation 

Oil  
Combustion 

Vegetative  
burning 

arith avg 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

SD 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

N 94 94 94 94 94 

Max 3.4 6.6 2.9 6.5 3.8 

Min -1.4 -0.9 -1.9 -1.6 -1.1 

6/2-7/6 0.004 -0.255 -0.128 0.560 0.620 

8/1-8/29 -0.419 -0.137 -0.798 -0.467 -0.058 

9/30-10/30 0.374 0.412 0.866 -0.210 -0.648 
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Table 7. Statistical comparison of air pollution source type factor scores during August 

2008 and the rest of the study 
 

  Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 

  
Vehicle/industrial 

combustion 
Natural soil 
 / road dust 

Secondary  
formation 

Oil  
Combustion 

Vegetative 
 burning 

During  (8/1-8/29) -0.42 -0.14 -0.80 -0.47 -0.06 

SD 0.52 0.32 0.61 0.43 0.90 

N 28 28 28 28 28 

Before & After  
(6/2-7/6, 9/30-10/30) 

0.18 0.06 0.34 0.20 0.02 

SD 1.10 1.17 0.94 1.10 1.04 

n 66 66 66 66 66 

t test statistic -3.58 -1.25 -6.98 -4.20 -0.39 

v - deg of freedom 90.96 83.81 77.01 91.62 58.53 

p 0.0006 0.203 <0.0005 <0.0005 0.710 
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Table 8. Statistical comparison of air pollution source type factor scores during the 2008 

main Olympic period and the rest of the study 
 

  Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 

  
Vehicle/industrial 

combustion 
Natural soil   
/ road dust 

Secondary 
 formation 

Oil  
Combustion 

Vegetative 
 burning 

8/8-8/24 average -0.68 -0.30 -0.61 -0.25 -0.40 

8/8-8/24 St. Dev. 0.44 0.24 0.65 0.20 0.46 

8/8-8/24 n 16 16 16 16 16 

All other data average 0.14 0.06 0.12 0.05 0.08 

All other data St. Dev. 1.03 1.08 1.02 1.09 1.06 

All other data n 78 78 78 78 78 

t test statistic -5.14 -2.64 -3.69 -2.27 -2.94 

v - deg. of freedom 54.26 91.41 32.50 91.69 53.83 

P <0.0005 0.009 0.0005 0.026 0.006 
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Table 9. Significance of regression coefficients for air pollution source type factor 

scores with weather variables, Beijing, China, June – October 2008 

 

Weather variable Factor 1 Factor 2  Factor 3  Factor 4  Factor 5  

Tavg 0.007 >0.1 0.008 0.025 >0.1 

RHavg >0.1 0.02 >0.1 0.007 >0.1 

Baroavg >0.1 >0.1 0.010 >0.1 >0.1 

UVAavg >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 

UVBavg 0.048 >0.1 >0.1 0.056 0.083 

WindVavg > 0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 

Rain > 0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 

N winds 0.044 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 

W winds >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 

S winds >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 

E winds >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 >0.1 
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Abstract. This study was carried out to characterize three aldehydes of health concern 

(formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and acrolein) at a central Beijing site in the summer and 

early fall of 2008 (from June to October). Aldehydes in polluted atmospheres come from 

both primary and secondary sources, which could complicate the control strategy for 

these reactive compounds. Measurements were made before, during, and after the 

Beijing Olympics to examine whether the air pollution control measures implemented 

during the Olympics had an impact on concentrations of the three aldehydes. Average 

concentrations of formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein were 29.3±15.1 μg/m3, 

27.1±15.7 μg/m3 and 2.3±1.0 μg/m3, respectively, for the entire period of 

measurements; all being at the high end of concentration ranges measured in cities 

around the world in photochemical smog seasons. Among the three measured aldehydes, 

only acetaldehyde had a reduction in mean concentration during the Olympic air 

pollution control period compared to the pre-Olympic period. Formaldehyde and 

acrolein increased during this period; both followed the changing pattern of temperature 

mailto:brent@sabresafety.net
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and were each significantly correlated with ozone (a secondary product of 

photochemical reactions) and with a secondary formation factor identified by principal 

component analysis (PCA). In contrast, acetaldehyde was reduced during the Olympic 

period and was significantly correlated with several pollutants emitted mainly from local 

emission sources (e.g., NO2, CO, and PM2.5). Acetaldehyde was also more strongly 

associated with primary emission sources including vegetative burning and oil 

combustion factors identified through the PCA. Our findings point to the complexity of 

source control strategies for secondary pollutants. Keywords: aldehydes, air pollution, 

acrolein, primary source, secondary source, principal component analysis. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Unique opportunity to collect air pollution data 

Beijing is one of the mega cities in the world with a population of over 17 

million. The rapid economic growth in China places a high demand on energy 

consumption, resulting in massive fossil fuel emissions of pollutants, e.g. nitrogen 

oxides (NOx=NO+NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic 

carbons (VOCs) and particulate matter (Tang, 2004). In recent years, the number of 

automobiles in Beijing increased rapidly at a rate of approximately 15% annually (Chan 

and Yao, 2008; Hao et al., 2006). The car stock in Beijing grew to 4 million by the end 

of 2009 and reached 5 million in 2012.  

The Chinese government implemented a series of aggressive air pollution control 

measures to improve the air quality during the Beijing Olympics and Paralympics. 

Control measures included the reduction of pollutant emission from factories and 

industrial facilities and reducing the number of private cars by half through an odd/even 
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plate number rule. Additionally, all construction projects were suspended during the 

Olympic period (Wang et al., 2009a). Although these control measures clearly resulted 

in significant reductions in concentrations of primarily emitted pollutants (e.g., PM2.5, 

SO2, NOx) as reported in previous publications (Huang et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010a; Li 

et al., 2010b; Wang et al., 2009a; Wang et al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2010b; Wang et al., 

2010c; Wang and Xie, 2009; Wang et al., 2009b; Wang et al., 2009d; Xin et al., 2010; 

Zhou et al., 2010), it is less straight forward as to whether there were reductions for 

pollutants, such as ozone and aldehydes, that had both primary and secondary sources. 

Based on the intensity of the air pollution control measures (Wang et al., 2009a), 

our study used three periods defined as follows: the pre-Olympic period (June 4th - July 

19th) when some light controls were implemented, the during-Olympic period (July 20th 

- September 19th) when the full-scale control measures were implemented, and the post-

Olympic period (September 20th - October 30th) when the control measures were 

relaxed. In addition, extra control measures were adopted during the Olympic period 

(August 8th - August 24th) and the Paralympic period (September 6th - September 

17th). These extra controls included barring of additional 20% government-owned cars 

from traveling on the road, suspending outdoor construction work, and temporarily 

closing some gas stations. 

Therefore, the during-Olympic period can be further divided into two sub-

periods: sub-period 1 with full-scale control measures (July 20th - August 7th and 

August 24th - September 5th) and sub-period 2 with the full-scale control measures and 

the extra actions described above (August 8th - August 23rd and September 6th - 

September 17th).  
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1.2 Ambient concentrations and sources of aldehydes 

Aldehydes are reactive compounds that can produce adverse health effects in 

humans and experimental animals (Akbar-Khanzadeh and Mlynek, 1997; Benjebria et 

al., 1994; Cassee et al., 1996a; Cassee et al., 1996b). Although a number of papers have 

been published assessing air quality impacts of emission controls during the Beijing 

Olympics (Huang et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2009a; Wang and Xie, 2009; 

Wang et al., 2009d), only one paper was on formaldehyde and acetaldehyde measured at 

one quasi-suburban Beijing site, and none on acrolein. (In fact, our overall knowledge 

about ambient acrolein exposure is extremely limited despite high toxicity of this 

compound). Aldehydes can be directly emitted into the atmosphere from the incomplete 

combustion of biomass and fossil fuels (Schauer et al., 2001; Zhang and Smith, 1999), 

and formed in the atmosphere as a result of photochemical oxidation of reactive 

hydrocarbons (Altshuller, 1993; Possanzini et al., 2002). Important combustion sources 

of aldehydes include vehicles, power plants, and residential wood burning (Stahl 1969; 

Lipari 1984). Hence it is important to identify dominant sources in order to set up more 

effective control strategies. Compared to many other air pollutants (e.g., hydrocarbons, 

PM mass and certain species), aldehydes have been understudied in characterizing 

relative contributions of primary and secondary sources in metropolitan centers 

(Altshuller, 1993; Chan and Yao, 2008; Feng et al., 2005).  

In order to examine whether aldehyde concentrations were reduced during the air 

pollution control period, we measured formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and acrolein within 

a 1-month time window for each of the pre-Olympic, during-Olympic, and post-

Olympic periods. The measurement scheme is shown in Figure 1. Note that in the 
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during-Olympic period, aldehydes were measured in both sub-periods 1 and 2. 

Furthermore, in order to better understand the impact of the Beijing Olympic control 

measures on concentrations of these aldehydes, we also measured other air pollutants 

(PM, CO, SO2, NO, NO2, NOx and ozone) at the same monitoring site, collected 

meteorological data (temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and wind direction), 

and analyzed their relationships with the aldehydes. 

1.3 Influence of weather and meteorology on pollution in Beijing 

Another important factor resulting in high concentrations of ambient aldehydes 

could be meteorological conditions affecting air quality during the summer months in 

Beijing (Streets et al., 2007). Beijing is located at 39º56’N and 116º20’E on the 

northwest border of the Great North China Plain. It is located in a warm temperate zone 

and has a typical continental monsoon climate (Chan and Yao, 2008). The air quality of 

Beijing in the summer is largely determined by the meteorology (Streets et al., 2007), as, 

for example, temperature as well as solar radiation are key factors that control the 

photochemistry processes (Wang et al., 2009d). Wind direction is associated with the 

origin of air masses transported from the surrounding areas of Beijing and wind speed 

controls the dispersion of air pollution. In summer months, Beijing typically has a high 

temperature (mean: 27 ºC) and high RH (mean: 64%), both of which favor the 

photochemical reactions. In the summer, Beijing also has few windy days, which is 

unfavorable for atmospheric dispersion of air pollutants. 

1.4 Principal component analysis and source apportionment 

Using air pollution data collected before, during, and after the Summer Olympic 

Games in Beijing in August 2008, the authors previously examined sources and trends in 
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air pollution utilizing principal component analysis (PCA) (see Chapter 1). Based on the 

PCA, five predominant sources of air pollution were identified – natural soil/road dust, 

vehicle and industrial combustion, vegetative burning, oil combustion, and secondary 

formation. In this paper we examined the relationship of these sources with aldehyde 

concentrations. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Air sample collection, storage, and analysis 

Sample collection, storage, and analysis were performed in conjunction with the 

Health Effects of an Air pollution Reduction Trial (HEART) study (Zhang et al. 2013). 

The HEART study included a comprehensive characterization of air pollution before, 

during, and after the games. All the air samplers and monitors were collocated at a 

secured spot on the Peking University 1
st
 Hospital campus that served as the clinical 

base for the health outcome measurements of the HEART study. The hospital is located 

in the center of Beijing, within the 2
nd

 ring road, 3 kilometers northwest of Tiananmen 

Square, surrounded by busy streets of local motor vehicle traffic, cyclists, and 

pedestrians. Further detail regarding the collection of the air samples and the subsequent 

principal component analysis are described in the author’s previous paper. 

2.2 Aldehyde measurement methods 

We used a passive sampling technique to collect aldehydes on a 24-hour 

integrated basis and then used an HPLC-fluorescence technique to analyze aldehydes. 

This method was developed to overcome the shortcomings of the “conventional” 

DNPH-based method, as described in previous publications (Herrington et al., 2005; 

Zhang et al., 2000). Our method used a C18 cartridge (LC-18, 0.5g/4.5mL, Supelco, Inc. 
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US) coated with dansylhydrazine (DNSH) (as opposed to the use of a C18 cartridge 

coated with DNPH in the conventional method) to collect and derivatize aldehydes. The 

aldehydes-DNSH derivatives were analyzed using a fluorescence detector (as opposed to 

the use of a UV detector in the conventional method and thus improving the sensitivity). 

We used the DNSH-based method instead of the DNPH-based method for the following 

reasons: (1) This method is not affected by ozone at concentrations up to 300 ppb, as 

previously reported by Rodler et al. (1993). This finding was also reproduced in a set of 

experiments we have conducted to test the effects of ozone on the aldehydes recovery, as 

shown in Appendix G. (2) This method is more reliable for acrolein. The DNSH-based 

method has proven to substantially improve the collection efficiency and precision for 

acrolein and crotonaldehyde (Herrington et al., 2005; Weisel et al, 2005). (3) This 

method uses passive sampling thus offering convenience in the field.   

Samples and field controls were eluted with acetonitrile and aliquots of extracts 

were analyzed using an HPLC system with fluorescent detection. A Nova-Pak C18 

column was used. The methods are described further in the Supplementary Materials.  

Throughout the entire sampling period, 78 aldehyde samples were collected in 

total, including 28, 26, and 24 samples for the pre-, during-, and post-Olympic periods, 

respectively. One field control and one duplicate sample were collected every 3 to 5 

days for quality control purposes. Sample concentrations were corrected with the 

average field blank concentrations. All the samples had detectable concentrations of 

aldehydes. 
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2.3 Other pollutants and meteorological data measurement methods   

 Other pollutants, including O3, CO, SO2, NO, NO2, NOx and fine particles 

(PM2.5), were measured simultaneously with the aldehydes (i.e. at the same site and on 

the same dates). Meteorological data (temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and 

wind direction) were collected at a nearby meteorological station (within 5 km). These 

methods are detailed in previous papers (Zhang et al. 2013).   

2.4 Statistical analysis   

Statistical analyses of the data were conducted using R version 2.14.2 (Platform: 

i386-pc-mingw32/i386 (32-bit), copyright 2012 by The R Foundation for Statistical 

Computing). Some additional descriptive statistics, data manipulation, and charts were 

completed using Microsoft Excel 2010 (copyright 2010 Microsoft Corporation). P-

values for comparison of aldehyde concentrations between periods was calculated using 

a two-tailed t test.   

2.5 Principal component analysis  

Our previous principal component analysis (PCA) and source apportionment 

identified the following five air pollution source types during the time period of this 

study (see Chapter 1): Factor 1 – Vehicle and industrial combustion; Factor 2 – Natural 

soil / road dust; Factor 3 – Secondary formation; Factor 4 – Oil combustion; Factor 5 – 

Vegetative burning.    

To evaluate how the aldehydes affected the PCA, our analysis was performed 

with and without the aldehydes in the models. The addition of the aldehydes did not 

change the interpretation of the source apportionment or the ordering of the factors in 

terms of eigenvalues or percent variance explained by each factor. Each aldehyde was 
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regressed with the daily scores for the five factors in order to evaluate the strength of the 

associations. The factors determined without the aldehydes in the PCA were used for 

this regression.  

3. Results 

3.1  Concentrations of atmospheric aldehydes 

Mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum concentrations of aldehydes 

concentrations throughout the entire period and in the three specific periods are given in 

Table 1. The average concentrations of all three aldehydes were lowest during the post-

Olympic period. Furthermore, despite the controls put in place during the Olympics, the 

average concentrations of both formaldehyde and acrolein were highest in this period, 

although the difference for formaldehyde from the pre- to the during-Olympic period 

was not statistically significant. The concentration of formaldehyde increased by 1.6 

μg/m3 (4%, p=0.576) from the pre- to the during-Olympic period and decreased by 23.4 

μg/m3 (63%, p<0.0001) from the during- to the post-Olympic period. The concentration 

of acrolein increased by 0.5 μg/m3 (20%, p=0.038) from the pre- to the during-Olympic 

period and decreased by 1.5 μg/m3 (52%, p<0.0001) from the during- to the post-

Olympic period. 

For acetaldehyde, on the other hand, the average concentrations were highest 

before the Olympics. Period-specific mean concentration of acetaldehyde decreased by 

11.5 μg/m3 (33%, p=0.0074) from the pre- to the during-Olympic period and continued 

to decrease by 3.1 μg/m3 (13%, p=0.483) from the during- to the post-Olympic period.  

Sixteen and ten samples were collected in the sub-period 1 (with full scale 

controls) and 2 (with full scale and extra controls), respectively. Average concentrations 
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of aldehydes were higher in sub-period 1 than in the sub-period 2 in all three cases. The 

average concentrations were 37.7±10.7 μg/m3 (28.2±8.0 ppb) and 36.5±12.4 μg/m3 

(27.2±9.3 ppb) for formaldehyde, 26.3±15.9 μg/m3 (13.4±8.1 ppb) and 19.9±12.3 μg/m3 

(10.1±6.3 ppb) for acetaldehyde, and 3.0±0.8 μg/m3 (1.2±0.3 ppb) and 2.7±0.8 μg/m3 

(1.1±0.3 ppb) for acrolein during sub-period 1 and 2, respectively. The reduction in 

aldehydes concentrations in sub-period 2 compared to sub-period 1 was 3%, 24%, and 

10% for formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein, respectively.  

3.2  Meteorological conditions 

Figure 2 depicts the prevailing wind direction in summertime of Beijing’s urban 

area as S-SSE-SE and was consistent before and during the Olympics. The daily average 

temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, and wind speed in the three sampling 

periods are summarized in Table 2. The average temperature increased by 2.6 ºC 

(10.1%, p=0.0733) from the pre-Olympic period to the during-Olympic period, but 

decreased by about 11.7 ºC (41.8%, p<0.0001) from the during-Olympic period to the 

post-Olympic period. Daily average relative humidity (RH) increased by about 0.7% 

(1.2%, p=0.904) from the pre- to the during-Olympic period and decreased by 12.2% 

(18.9%, p=0.0560) from the during- to the post-Olympic period. Daily average 

precipitation increased by 3.0 mm (99.4%, p=0.167) from the pre- to the during-

Olympic period, and decreased by 5.7 mm (93.3%, p=0.012) from the during- to the 

post-Olympic period. Wind speed increased by 0.16 m/s (14.8%, p=0.599) from the pre- 

to the during-Olympic period and increased by 0.07 m/s (5.6%, p=0.822) from the 

during- to the post-Olympic period. There was no significant change in temperature, 

RH, or wind speed between the pre- and the during-Olympic period. The precipitation in 
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the during-Olympic period was about twice as much as that in the pre-Olympic period. 

In contrast, the change between the during- and the post-Olympic periods was much 

larger for all three parameters. 

3.3  Correlation of aldehydes with other air pollutants and meteorological conditions 

Since some of the air pollutants, e.g. PM2.5, NO and NO2, did not satisfy the 

normality distribution assumption, the Spearman rank correlation test was used to 

examine the association between pollutants. The Spearman correlation coefficients 

among aldehydes and other air pollutants are shown in Table 3. The p-value for each 

coefficient was calculated using permutation test and the significance level of each 

correlation coefficient is indicated in Table 3 as well. Formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and 

acrolein were significantly correlated with each other. The correlation coefficients were 

0.59 for formaldehyde and acetaldehyde, 0.63 for formaldehyde and acrolein, and 0.43 

for acetaldehyde and acrolein. Formaldehyde was significantly correlated with oxides of 

nitrogen (NO, NO2 and NOx) in the negative direction and the correlation coefficients 

ranged from -0.31 to -0.53. Formaldehyde was significantly correlated with each of 

daily average O3, daily maximum O3, CO and PM2.5 in the positive direction with 

coefficients of 0.41, 0.38, 0.26, and 0.39, respectively. Acetaldehyde was significantly 

and positively correlated with SO2, NO2, CO and PM2.5 with correlation coefficients of 

0.51, 0.23, 0.46, and 0.47, respectively. Acrolein was significantly correlated with 

oxides of nitrogen in the negative direction (r=-0.53 with NO and -0.36 with NO2) and 

significantly correlated with daily average ozone (r=0.34), daily maximum ozone 

(r=0.33), and PM2.5 (r=0.24) in the positive direction. No significant correlation was 

found for any of the three aldehydes with daily average photooxidant. However, daily 
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maximum photooxidant was significantly correlated with formaldehyde (r=0.26, 

p=0.023) and acrolein (r=0.23, p=0.053), respectively. Both formaldehyde and acrolein 

were significantly correlated with temperature (r=0.56 and 0.59) and RH (r=0.62 and 

0.38). Acetaldehyde was significantly and positively correlated with RH (r=0.30) but not 

with temperature. 

3.4 Association of aldehydes with air pollution sources 

As shown in Tables 4 and 5, the principal component analysis (PCA) was 

performed with and without the aldehydes in the model. Interpretation of the PCA was 

discussed in Chapter 1. Inclusion of the aldehydes did not significantly change the 

interpretation of the source apportionment or the ordering of the factors in terms of 

eigenvalues or percent variance explained by each factor. Formaldehyde and acrolein 

had component loadings between 0.73 to 0.75 for the secondary formation factor, while 

acetaldehyde had a component loading of 0.46 for this factor. The only other component 

loading above 0.4 for any of the aldehydes within the factors was acetaldehyde, which 

had a component loading of 0.42 for the oil combustion factor. It is worth noting the 

percent variance explained by the secondary formation factor did increase slightly with 

the addition of the aldehydes to the model, and that ozone also had a significant, positive 

loading for this factor (0.70), while nitrogen oxide and nitrogen dioxide had significant, 

negative loadings for this factor (-0.66 and -0.50, respectively), which were the opposite 

signs compared to the loadings without the aldehydes in the model.   

Each aldehyde was then regressed with the five factors in order to evaluate the 

strength of the association between them and the identified air pollution sources. The 
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factors determined without the aldehydes included in the PCA were used for this 

regression. Table 6 shows the results of the regressions.  

The daily concentrations of both formaldehyde and acrolein were most 

significantly related to the secondary formation factor, both in terms of the magnitude of 

the regression coefficients as well as the statistical significance of those coefficients 

(p<0.0001). Both coefficients were negative relative to the secondary formation factor. 

This is due to a negative component loading for ozone in the secondary formation factor, 

and a positive component loading for nitrogen oxides in the factor. That is, the 

secondary formation factor daily score was highest when NOx concentrations were 

higher and ozone concentrations were lower. Since formaldehyde and acrolein positively 

associated with ozone and negatively associated with NOx, they were negatively 

associated with the secondary formation factor; their concentration tended to be highest 

when the secondary formation daily score was lowest.    

All three aldehydes were positively associated with the vegetative burning factor. 

In fact, for acetaldehyde, this was the most significant factor in terms of both magnitude 

and statistical significance of the regression coefficient (p=0.0004). Formaldehyde and 

acrolein were also significantly associated, but less significantly than acetaldehyde 

(p=0.0007 and 0.009, respectively).   

Acetaldehyde and acrolein also had a significant association with the oil 

combustion factor (p=0.005 and p=0.046, respectively), while formaldehyde also had a 

significant association with the natural soil/road dust factor (p=0.0008). Unexpectedly, 

none of the aldehydes had a significant association with the vehicle and industrial 

combustion factor.  
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Comparison of aldehyde concentrations in this study to other cities 

As shown in Table 4, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde concentrations during the 

summer in Beijing were in the high-end of concentration ranges measured in other cities 

during photochemical seasons. For example, Milan and Rome in Italy, the downtown 

area of Savannah, Georgia in the US, Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, and Guangzhou in China, 

all had lower formaldehyde and acetaldehyde concentrations in the atmosphere as 

compared to Beijing during the photochemical seasons (Andreini et al., 2000; Baez et 

al., 1995; Feng et al., 2005; Feng et al., 2004; Grosjean et al., 2002; MacIntosh et al., 

2000; Possanzini et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 1994).   

4.2 Changes in aldehyde concentrations before, during, and after the Olympic period  

As described earlier, the changing patterns for formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and 

acrolein between the pre- and the during-Olympics periods were different; formaldehyde 

and acrolein increased from the pre- to the during-Olympic period, whereas 

acetaldehyde decreased. In terms of the sub periods, because of the extra air pollution 

control measures implemented in sub-period 2, a greater reduction in aldehydes 

concentrations were expected in sub-period 2 as opposed to sub-period 1. Data showed 

that the reduction in acetaldehyde concentration (15.3 μg/m3, 44%) from the pre-

Olympics to sub-period 2 was markedly larger than the reduction from the pre-Olympics 

to sub-period 1 (8.9 μg/m3, 25%). However, the standard deviation in the two sub-

periods was large (SD=14.7 μg/m3), leading to a marginal significance (p=0.079). 

Because the observation did not follow a normal distribution, we also calculated the 

median of acetaldehyde as 25.1 μg/m3 and 17.7 μg/m3 in sub-periods 1 and 2, 
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respectively. Therefore, these findings only provide weak evidence suggesting an 

association between the Beijing Olympic air pollution control measures and the 

reduction in ambient concentration of acetaldehyde.   

4.3 Sources of aldehydes in Beijing 

Aldehydes in the atmosphere are generated primarily from direct emissions from 

industrial and/or traffic sources and secondarily from photochemical reactions. Both of 

these sources might have contributed to the high concentration of atmospheric aldehydes 

in Beijing during the summer of 2008 when the present study was conducted. Our 

monitoring site was located in central Beijing and was surrounded by streets with high 

densities of motor vehicles. Hence, we think the mobile source was an important 

contributor to the high aldehyde concentrations we measured. In addition to directly 

emitting aldehydes, the mobile source emits NOx and VOCs, both of which are 

precursors of photochemical smog products including aldehydes. 

As previously discussed, the results of our regression of the concentration of 

aldehydes with the five air pollution source types are shown in Table 6. As shown in the 

table, all three aldehydes are negatively correlated with the secondary formation factor, 

since this factor has positive coefficients for NOx and a negative coefficient for ozone 

(see Table 4), and the aldehydes are negatively correlated with NOx and positively 

correlated with ozone. Formaldehyde and acrolein in particular have highly significant, 

negative regression coefficients for the secondary formation factor. 

This relationship helps explain why the concentrations of formaldehyde and 

acrolein were higher during the Olympic period, when most air pollution sources and 

individual pollutant concentrations were significantly decreased. However, ozone 
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concentrations were higher during the Olympic period, both due to high incident 

sunlight as well as due to decreased NOx and a corresponding decreased titration 

reaction with NOx to decrease ozone. Ozone formation is typically either NOx limited or 

VOC limited (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). The Beijing urban area was most likely in a 

VOC-limited regime (Wang et al., 2009c). Therefore a reduction in NOx would be 

expected to result in higher ozone production, which might contribute to the higher 

concentration of formaldehyde in the during-Olympic period.   

All three aldehydes are significantly associated in the positive direction with the 

vegetative burning factor. This relationship may be driven by wood burning for cooking 

which is known to produce aldehydes (Lipari et al., 1984). 

Acetaldehyde and acrolein, but not formaldehyde, are significantly associated in 

the positive direction with oil combustion. However, none of the aldehydes are 

significantly associated with the vehicle and industrial combustion factor, which 

includes motor vehicle and industrial sources. Although these sources, particularly 

motor vehicles, were expected to contribute to atmospheric aldehyde concentrations, 

their contribution during this study may be obscured by the strong influence of the 

secondary formation factor and the fact that as NOx emissions from motor vehicles 

decreased, ozone and aldehyde concentrations tended to increase.  

The only other significant relationship among the aldehydes and air pollution 

factors in this study is formaldehyde in the negative direction with the natural soil/road 

dust factor (p < 0.001). This implies that on days when the contribution of natural soil 

and road dust were higher, formaldehyde concentrations were decreased. It may be that 

weather or other patterns that lead to higher natural soil and road dust, such as windy 
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days, are also associated with decreased formaldehyde concentrations. However, as 

shown in Table 3, the aldehydes did not show an association with wind speed. 

Furthermore, the other aldehydes did not show a significant relationship with natural soil 

and road dust.       

4.4 Effect of weather on aldehyde concentrations 

Average concentrations of aldehydes and the mean values of meteorological 

parameters in the three periods were plotted together pairwise in Figure 3. We observed 

that formaldehyde and acrolein followed the changing pattern of temperature between 

periods. The 10.1% increase of temperature was accompanied by a 4% and 20% increase 

in formaldehyde and in acrolein from the pre- to the during-Olympic period; and that the 

41.8% decrease in temperature was followed by a 63% reduction in formaldehyde and a 

52% reduction in acrolein from the during- to the post-Olympic period. Higher relative 

humidity favors the formation of photochemical smog (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998); this 

explains our observation that concentrations of formaldehyde and acrolein tracked the 

RH levels (see Figure 3). In the post-Olympic period, RH decreased by 18.9% which 

was accompanied by large reductions in the aldehydes concentrations. These 

relationships between the aldehydes and temperature and RH suggest that the secondary 

photochemical sources were a major contributor to atmospheric formaldehyde and 

acrolein in Beijing. In contrast, temperature and RH had much smaller impact on 

acetaldehyde concentrations; and the variation in acetaldehyde concentration by period 

appears to be driven by changes in emission sources. In addition, during the Olympic 

period, higher precipitation was observed in the current study, and this was favorable to 

lower concentrations of water soluble pollutants such as aldehydes. Thus, the reduction 
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in acetaldehyde in the during-Olympic period might be partly due to the higher rainfall 

intensity (Li et al., 2010a). 

4.5 Comparison to other research on aldehydes in Beijing in 2008 

In a recent publication, Li et al. (2010a) presents equations for estimating 

contributions of primary and secondary sources to formaldehyde in Beijing as follows:  

Pprimary = β1 [CO]i / (β0 + β1 [CO]i + β2 [O3]i) × 100%  

Psecondary = β2 [O3]i / (β0 + β1 [CO]i + β2 [O3]i) × 100%  

Pbackground = β0 / (β0 + β1 [CO]i + β2 [O3]i) × 100%  

Pprimary, Psecondary, and Pbackground indicate contributions of the primary, 

secondary, and background sources; β0, β1, and β2 are coefficients obtained by multi-

linear regression models. We used these equations to further evaluate the relative 

contribution of primary and secondary sources to formaldehyde and acetaldehyde. As 

shown in Table 8, we found that the secondary source contributed more than the primary 

source to formaldehyde, especially in the during-Olympic period (50.3% vs. 15.4%), 

which is consistent with our findings for the linear regression of formaldehyde with the 

air pollution sources identified by principal component analysis. As reported in Table 3, 

a significant correlation between formaldehyde and daily average ozone or daily 

maximum ozone was observed, however, associations between formaldehyde and 

primary pollutants, i.e., CO and SO2 were not significant. Surface ozone and 

formaldehyde were not reduced in the during-Olympic period. 

The primary source was more important to acetaldehyde than the secondary 

source, particularly in the pre-Olympic period (47.4% vs. 11.4%). This is consistent with 

the strong association of acetaldehyde with vegetative burning and oil combustion 

during the study, as well as its strong association with CO and SO2. This also helps 
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explain why acetaldehyde had a more noticeable decrease in concentration during the 

pollution control period, whereas formaldehyde and acrolein did not.  

There appears to be an inconsistency between the current study and Li et al. 

(2010a) on formaldehyde concentrations and the change of formaldehyde among 

periods. Li et al. (2010a) observed a reduction in formaldehyde in the Olympic period, 

which was not seen in the current study. We can speculate the following possible 

reasons for the difference: (1) The sampling sites in the two studies were different. The 

current study collected air samples on the top of a 7-story building located in central 

Beijing, within the 2nd ring road. This building was situated in the center of a hospital 

campus surrounded by streets with high densities of motor vehicles. The Li et al. 

(2010a) study collected samples on top of a building about 9 km to the northwest of our 

sampling site. The Li et al. site was more suburban than our site and might have had 

smaller local traffic contributions to aldehydes. (2) Although efforts were made to avoid 

potential impact of sources very near to the sampling site (e.g., a combustion facility 

such as a boiler), these kinds of sources are sometimes hard to detect, especially in a 

large hospital complex. (3) Aldehydes were not measured on the exact same dates in the 

two studies. When Li et al reported that formaldehyde mixing ratios (concentrations) 

were lower during the Olympics than before the Olympics, they did not include 

measurements made during the Paralympics. 

4.6 Effect of VOC and biogenic emissions on aldehyde concentrations 

It is interesting to note that with even further controls during sub-period 2 during 

the Olympics, formaldehyde and acrolein concentrations did begin to decrease, 

compared to sub-period 1 during the Olympics. This might suggest a transition from a 
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VOC limited (NOx saturated) regime during sub-period 1 to a NOx limited regime 

during sub-period 2, as evidenced by the fact that both NOx and ozone decreased from 

sub-period 1 to 2. However, as shown in Figure 4, a decrease in ozone and formaldehyde 

concentrations were not observed at the lowest NOx concentrations during this study. 

The lowest daily average NOx concentration measured during this study was 10.5 ppb. 

Although this may be at the cusp of the transition from a VOC-limited to a NOx-limited 

regime, data was not available to determine the concentration at which this transition 

might occur in Beijing. It is higher than NOx concentrations at which this transition was 

observed to occur in the San Joaquin Valley in California, where the transition occurred 

at approximately 5 to 9 ppb NOx even at high ambient temperatures (Pusede and Cohen 

2012).    

VOC emissions were not measured in this study. However, biogenic emissions 

such as. isoprene, might play some role for formaldehyde in the Beijing area, and if it is 

true then during the Olympic period where there was less vehicle traffic the secondary 

formation of formaldehyde would be enhanced whereas for acetaldehyde it would not. It 

is possible that the observed overall behavior was the result of slightly increased 

temperature in the during-Olympic period causing increased formaldehyde production 

that compensated for the reduction from vehicular emissions. There may be an 

indication of the importance in isoprene in Table 1 particularly in the post-Olympic data, 

because formaldehyde decreased substantially during the post-Olympic period. This 

would be expected if there was a substantial contribution from atmospheric isoprene 

oxidation, as both the biogenic production of isoprene and photochemical activity were 
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substantially reduced in the post-Olympic early fall period compared to the summer 

months of the pre- and during-Olympic periods.   

4.7  Limitations 

 It is important to note that our observations were made from only one monitoring 

site in central Beijing, and the results may not necessarily reflect the overall situation for 

Beijing. Furthermore, only summer and fall seasons were encountered during the study; 

spring and winter conditions were not included or evaluated.  

5. Conclusions 

In the summer of 2008 when Beijing hosted the Olympics, concentrations of 

formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and acrolein were found to be at the high-end of 

concentration ranges measured in other cities around the globe. Although the aggressive 

air pollution control measures implemented during the Olympics, especially when 

coupled with favorable meteorological conditions, led to drastic reductions in pollutants 

of large primary sources (e.g., PM2.5, CO, SO2, and NOx), there was not a reduction in 

concentrations of formaldehyde and acrolein. Our findings point to the complexity of 

source control strategies for secondary pollutants, suggesting that the secondary 

photochemical processes may have dominated the formation of formaldehyde and 

acrolein. The importance of the photochemical contribution to formaldehyde and 

acrolein is evident since both had highly significant regression coefficients for the 

secondary formation factor identified using principal component analysis. Based on the 

results of this regression, it appears the elevated concentrations of formaldehyde and 

acrolein during the Beijing Olympics may be due largely to their relationship to elevated 

ozone concentrations, and coincided with high incident sunlight and decreased NOx 
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concentrations during the Olympic period. Concentrations of acetaldehyde, on the other 

hand, decreased during the Olympic period compared to the period before. Our 

regression for acetaldehyde indicate that the reduction in primary emissions may have 

contributed to the reduction in acetaldehyde concentration, since acetaldehyde was more 

strongly associated with primary emission sources including vegetative burning and oil 

combustion rather than secondary formation. Higher rainfall intensity during the 

Olympics may also have contributed to the lower acetaldehyde concentration.  
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Figure 1. Time scheme of the pre-, the during-, and the post-Olympic periods, two sub 

periods, and the periods when aldehydes measurement was conducted (indicated by 

dotted lines with double-headed arrows). 
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Figure 2. Rose plots of wind measurements at Peking University in the (A) pre- and (B) 

during-Olympic periods in 2008. 
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Figure 3. Period-specific means of ambient aldehydes and meteorological parameters, 

e.g. temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and precipitation, in three sampling 

periods. 
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Figure 4. Ozone and formaldehyde concentrations as a function of nitrogen oxide 

concentration, Beijing, China, June to October 2008 
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Table 1. Concentrations of aldehydes in pre-, during-, and post-Olympic periods (unit: 

µg/m
3
)* 
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Table 2. Mean, median and standard deviation of air pollutants and meteorological 

parameters in three periods (Rich et al. 2012) 
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Table 3. Spearman correlation coefficients among aldehydes, other air pollutants, and 

meteorological parameters 
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Table 4. VARIMAX rotated factor loading matrix for Beijing air pollution data (without 

aldehydes) 

  Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 

  
Vehicle/industrial 

combustion 
Natural soil    
/ road dust 

Secondary 
formation 

Oil  
Combustion 

Vegetative 
burning 

SO2 0.655 0.143 -0.060 0.372 0.181 
NO 0.195 0.315 0.756 -0.092 -0.222 

NO2 0.679 0.319 0.605 0.091 -0.047 

O3 -0.026 -0.070 -0.850 -0.122 0.033 

CO 0.490 0.050 0.255 0.432 0.492 

PM2.5 0.794 0.254 -0.114 0.085 0.474 

OC 0.827 0.304 0.330 -0.021 0.013 

EC 0.780 0.352 0.363 -0.023 0.084 

Na 0.720 0.512 0.077 0.173 0.301 

Mg 0.138 0.903 -0.042 0.218 0.076 

Al 0.239 0.897 0.195 0.173 -0.031 

K 0.600 0.245 0.095 0.441 0.439 

Ca 0.131 0.957 0.085 0.115 0.022 

Ti 0.196 0.924 0.046 0.165 0.006 

Mn 0.503 0.504 0.221 0.542 0.150 

Fe 0.376 0.749 0.206 0.239 0.180 

Cu 0.772 0.161 -0.075 0.038 0.179 

Zn 0.584 0.164 0.225 0.648 0.241 

Pb 0.717 0.127 0.030 0.382 0.467 

Ni 0.200 0.438 0.137 0.732 -0.036 

V 0.055 0.162 -0.152 0.866 0.232 

Se 0.761 0.151 0.258 0.374 0.245 

Na
+
 0.641 0.445 0.017 0.238 0.398 

NH4
+
 0.617 -0.040 -0.318 0.014 0.635 

K
+
 0.568 0.136 -0.015 0.385 0.525 

Mg
2+

 0.239 0.904 0.058 0.063 -0.013 

Ca
2+

 0.109 0.950 0.039 0.027 -0.017 

F
-
_ 0.105 0.936 0.157 0.004 -0.043 

Cl
-
_ 0.359 0.126 0.211 0.137 0.628 

NO3
-
 0.752 0.174 0.061 0.089 0.405 

SO4
2-

_ 0.584 0.028 -0.468 0.008 0.563 

BbF 0.181 -0.040 -0.107 0.129 0.946 

BeP 0.033 -0.091 -0.225 0.124 0.945 

IcP 0.326 0.040 0.011 0.056 0.906 

BghiP 0.245 -0.019 -0.046 0.064 0.934 

Eigenvalue 16.79 6.92 1.41 1.87 2.84 

% Var.  26% 23% 8% 10% 19% 

Cum % var.  26% 49% 57% 66% 
6% 

85% 
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Table 5. VARIMAX rotated factor loading matrix for Beijing air pollution data (with 

aldehydes) 

  Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 
       SO2 0.653 0.161 0.176 0.363 0.126 
NO 0.286 0.252 -0.664 0.050 -0.248 

NO2 0.746 0.277 -0.498 0.174 -0.073 

O3 -0.142 -0.007 0.697 -0.298 0.075 

CO 0.550 0.046 -0.027 0.503 0.414 

PM2.5 0.793 0.262 0.190 0.047 0.449 

OC 0.858 0.280 -0.266 -0.007 0.002 

EC 0.819 0.322 -0.304 0.005 0.074 

Na 0.742 0.510 0.026 0.169 0.263 

Mg 0.140 0.914 0.002 0.171 0.080 

Al 0.267 0.886 -0.198 0.170 -0.036 

K 0.632 0.253 0.055 0.459 0.380 

Ca 0.147 0.953 -0.125 0.093 0.028 

Ti 0.205 0.926 -0.078 0.124 0.013 

Mn 0.525 0.513 -0.169 0.517 0.149 

Fe 0.420 0.738 -0.116 0.273 0.135 

Cu 0.748 0.170 0.073 -0.034 0.200 

Zn 0.601 0.178 -0.155 0.626 0.244 

Pb 0.731 0.138 0.090 0.373 0.430 

Ni 0.207 0.466 -0.109 0.675 -0.029 

V 0.037 0.214 0.201 0.796 0.225 

Se 0.792 0.146 -0.142 0.389 0.216 

Na
+
 0.663 0.448 0.093 0.238 0.350 

NH4
+
 0.600 -0.021 0.393 -0.027 0.604 

K
+
 0.591 0.147 0.163 0.400 0.461 

Mg
2+

 0.257 0.897 -0.064 0.051 -0.030 

Ca
2+

 0.125 0.943 -0.075 0.010 -0.022 

F
-
_ 0.131 0.918 -0.202 0.005 -0.040 

Cl
-
_ 0.412 0.108 -0.106 0.192 0.598 

NO3
-
 0.772 0.169 0.033 0.087 0.375 

SO4
2-

_ 0.547 0.058 0.523 -0.062 0.532 

BbF 0.200 -0.035 0.180 0.151 0.931 

BeP 0.041 -0.076 0.289 0.133 0.929 

IcP 0.358 0.034 0.079 0.094 0.888 

BghiP 0.272 -0.021 0.131 0.096 0.916 

HCHO 0.065 -0.295 0.755 0.114 0.154 

MeCHO 0.178 -0.075 0.464 0.418 0.166 

acrolein 0.037 -0.106 0.729 0.213 0.073 

Eigenvalue 16.9 7.62 1.95 1.60 3.00 

% Var.  26% 22% 9% 9% 16% 

Cum % var.  26% 47% 56% 65% 82% 
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Table 6. Linear regression coefficients, relative contributions of air pollution source 

types to aldehyde concentrations 
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Table 7. Concentrations of aldehydes in ambient air in different cities 
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Table 8. Linear regression coefficients, relative contributions of background, primary 

source and secondary source to formaldehyde and acetaldehyde in three Olympic 

periods 
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Chapter 3 

 

Association Between Air Pollution Sources and Aldehydes with Biomarkers of Blood 

Coagulation, Pulmonary and Systemic Inflammation, and Oxidative Stress in Healthy 

Young Adults. 
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Abstract. Using data collected before, during, and after the Summer Olympic Games in 

Beijing in August 2008, this study examines associations between biomarkers of blood 

coagulation (vWF, sCD62P and sCD40L), pulmonary inflammation (EBC pH, EBC 

Nitrite, and eNO), and systemic and oxidative stress (8-OHdG) with sources of air 

pollution previously identified utilizing principal component analysis and with 

concentrations of three aldehydes of health concern. Association between these seven 

biomarkers and the five source types of air pollution identified and the aldehydes were 

examined using a linear mixed effects model, regressing each biomarker and each source 

type or aldehyde on zero through seven lag days and controlling for ambient 

temperature, relative humidity, gender, and day of week for the biomarker 

measurements.  

The biomarkers for pulmonary inflammation, particularly pH and eNO, were 

most consistently associated with vehicle and industrial combustion, oil combustion, and 

vegetative burning. The biomarkers for hemostasis and blood coagulation, particularly 

mailto:brent@sabresafety.net
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vWF and sCD62p, were most consistently associated with oil combustion, but also 

associated with vehicle and industrial combustion and vegetative burning. Systemic 

inflammation, as indicated by 8-OHdG, was most consistently associated with vehicle 

and industrial combustion. The associations between the biomarkers and the aldehydes 

were generally not significant or in the hypothesized direction, although EBC nitrite was 

associated with both acrolein and acetaldehyde, and sCD62p was associated with 

acetaldehyde. 

These findings indicate that the restrictions implemented by the Chinese 

government during the Olympic period, which significantly decreased the contribution 

of all major sources of air pollution in Beijing, also had a beneficial impact on 

biomarkers of blood coagulation, pulmonary inflammation, and systemic and oxidative 

stress. Further research is needed to confirm the association of various air pollutants and 

sources, particularly vehicle and industrial sources, oil combustion, and vegetative 

burning, with these biomarkers.     

1. Introduction 

1.1 Principal component analysis and source apportionment 

Using air pollution data collected before, during, and after the Summer Olympic 

Games in Beijing in August 2008, the authors previously examined sources and trends in 

air pollution utilizing principal component analysis (PCA). Due to mandatory controls 

implemented by the Chinese government during the Olympics, many sources of air 

pollution, including vehicle and industrial sources, power plants, construction work, and 

road dust were intentionally curtailed and suppressed. Based on the PCA, five primary 

sources of air pollution were identified – natural soil/road dust, vehicle and industrial 
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combustion, vegetative burning, oil combustion, and secondary formation. Analysis of 

the data indicated that, as expected, restrictions implemented by the Chinese government 

during the Olympic period significantly decreased the contribution of all major sources 

of air pollution in Beijing. 

1.2 Effects of air pollution on cardiorespiratory health 

Many studies have shown health effects associated with air pollution changes, 

including associations of health effects with abrupt regulatory changes that affected air 

pollution. These studies have shown an association between regulatory changes in air 

pollution and death rates (Mar et al. 2000, Hedley et al. 2002), air pollution and 

respiratory symptoms and lung function (Friedman et al. 2001, Heinrich et al. 2000, 

Frye et al. 2003), and air pollution and cardiovascular mortality (Hedley et al. 2002).    

Many studies have also shown a relationship between air pollution and 

cardiovascular effects, including cardiovascular mortality (Schwartz 1993, Schwartz 

1994, Ostro 1995, Wordley et al. 1997, Zmirou et al. 1998), congestive heart failure 

(Wellenius 2006, Wellenius 2005, Symons et al. 2006, Ballester et al. 2001, Metzger et 

al. 2004) and ischemic stroke (Wordley et al. 1997, Moolgavkar 2000, Linn et al. 2000, 

Tsai et al. 2003, Wellenius et al. 2005). Cardiovascular mortality and hospital 

admissions for cardiovascular disease and congestive heart failure have been shown to 

be related to a number of components of air pollution, including traffic-related sources 

(Wellenius et al. 2005), carbon monoxide (Mar et al. 2000, Burnett et al. 1999, Schwartz 

1997, Wellenius et al. 2005), fine and coarse particles (Mar et al. 2000, Pope et al. 1992, 

Wellenius et al. 2005, Zanobetti et al. 2000, Goldberg et al. 2001, Jerrett et al. 2005, Son 

et al. 2012, Huang et al. 2012b, Rich et al. 2008), elemental and organic carbon (Mar et 
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al. 2000, Tolbert et al. 2000, Henneberger et al. 2005, Ruckerl et al. 2006), nitrogen 

oxides (Mar et al. 2000, Wellenius et al. 2005, Son et al. 2012), sulfur dioxide (Mar et 

al. 2000, Zmirou et al. 1998, Wellenius et al. 2005), ozone (Zmirou et al. 1998), 

potassium from vegetative burning (Mar et al. 2000), sulfate (Burnett et al. 2000, Son et 

al. 2012), ammonium (Son et al. 2012), and elements including iron, nickel, and zinc 

(Burnett et al. 2000). Air pollution has been shown to be related to ventricular 

arrhythmias (Vedal et al. 2004, Rich et al. 2004), including relationships of arrhythmias 

to particulate matter (Peters et al. 2000, Dockery et al. 2005 (1), Dockery et al. 2005 (2), 

Rich et al. 2005, Rich et al. 2006) and sulfates (Dockery et al. 2005 (2), Sarnat 2006). 

Changes in particle exposure have been related to myocardial infarction (Peters et al. 

2001, D’Ippoliti et al. 2003, Forastiere et al. 2005, Sharovsky et al. 2004, Peters and 

Heier 2005, Zanobetti and Schwartz 2005), and in particular PM2.5 has been shown to be 

associated with transmural myocardial infarctions (Rich et al. 2011) and heart rate 

variability in the elderly (Liso et al. 1999, Sullivan et al. 2005, Liao et al. 1999, Creason 

et al. 2001, Devlin et al. 2003, Holguin et al. 2003, Schwartz et al. 2005, Magari et al. 

2001, Riediker et al. 2004, Luttmann-Gibson et al. 2006, Timonen et al. 2006, Pope et 

al. 1999, Pope et al. 2004, Gold et al. 2000) while PM10 may cause sequestration of red 

blood cells (Seaton et al. 1999).  

1.3 Biomarkers of air pollution health effects 

Recent studies have focused on biological mechanisms for the health effects 

observed from air pollution, including cardiorespiratory effects. A prominent 

mechanistic hypothesis is that fine and ultrafine particles increase lung oxidative stress 

and provoke alveolar inflammation (Seaton et al. 1995, Kipen et al. 2011), and that this 
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leads to increased blood coagulability within hours or days (Seaton et al. 1995, Jacobs et 

al. 2010, Huang et al. 2012a). Exposure to wood smoke was shown to affect 

inflammation, coagulation, and lipid peroxidation (Barregard et al. 2006). Exposure to 

diesel exhaust was shown to increase ischemic burden and to inhibit fibrinolytic capacity 

(Mills et al. 2007), and in another study exposure to diesel exhaust and secondary 

organic aerosols were shown to increase oxidative stress and inflammation through 

decreased proteasome activity in peripheral blood cells (Kipen et al. 2011). Furthermore, 

increased oxidative DNA damage, and decreased total serum anti-oxidant capacity has 

been shown to be related to the occurrence and severity of coronary artery disease and 

cardiorespiratory effects (Demirbag 2005, Vassalle et al. 2004, Botto et al. 2002).  

Several biomarkers have shown promise as indicators of cardiorespiratory effects 

and systemic oxidative stress. For instance, a recent study of the effects of diesel exhaust 

exposure showed several biomarker changes, including exhaled breath condensate 

(EBC) pH, and exhaled nitric oxide (eNO), associated with exposure to ultra-fine 

particles and elemental carbon (Zhang et al. 2009). Based on the HEART study from 

which the data for this analysis is being obtained (Rich et al. 2012,  Huang et al. 2012a, 

Zhang et al. 2013), biomarkers showing strong effects associated with PM include: 

exhaled nitric oxide (eNO), exhaled breath condensate (EBC) nitrite, sCD62P, EBC pH, 

and plasma fibrinogen.   

2. Methods 

2.1    Air sample collection, storage, and analysis 

Sample collection, storage, and analysis were performed in conjunction with the 

Health Effects of an Air pollution Reduction Trial (HEART) study (Zhang et al. 2013). 
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The HEART study included a comprehensive characterization of air pollution before, 

during, and after the games. All the air samplers and monitors were collocated at a 

secured spot on the Peking University 1
st
 Hospital campus that served as the clinical 

base for the health outcome measurements of the HEART study. The hospital is located 

in the center of Beijing, within the 2
nd

 ring road, 3 kilometers northwest of Tiananmen 

Square, surrounded by busy streets of local motor vehicle traffic, cyclists, and 

pedestrians. Further detail regarding the collection of the air samples are described in 

Chapters 1 and 2.  

2.2 Biomarker sample collection, preservation, and analysis 

Concurrent with the air pollution measurements before, during, and after the 2008 

Beijing Olympics, several biomarkers were analyzed from Peking University Hospital 

students during the HEART study, reflecting blood coagulation, pulmonary and 

systemic inflammation, endothelial dysfunction, autonomic dysfunction, and oxidative 

stress. Seven of the biomarkers collected were chosen for this study to examine their 

association with the air pollution sources. The biomarkers chosen were based on the 

quality of the data available and the extent of association of the biomarkers with 

individual pollutants collected during the HEART study. Table 1 shows a summary of 

the biomarker collection and analytical methods.  

A total of 128 subjects were recruited – 64 males and 64 females. Three subjects 

(two females and one male) dropped out of the study. Two dropped out after the first 

visit and one dropped out after the second visit. Otherwise, four of the female subjects 

and seven of the male subjects missed one of six visits. So, 56 males and 58 females 

attended all six visits.  
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2.3 Statistical analysis   

Statistical analysis of the data were conducted using R version 2.14.2 (Platform: 

i386-pc-mingw32/i386 (32-bit), copyright 2012 by The R Foundation for Statistical 

Computing). Some additional descriptive statistics, data manipulation, and charts were 

completed using Microsoft Excel 2010 (copyright 2010 Microsoft Corporation).  

Association between the seven biomarkers with the five air pollution source 

types and the three aldehydes at zero through seven lag days were examined using a 

linear mixed effects model. Each biomarker was separately regressed with each source 

type or aldehyde on a given lag day controlling for ambient temperature, relative 

humidity, a moving average of temperature, a moving average of relative humidity, 

gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. The number of days to use for the 

moving averages of temperature and relative humidity, and the number of degrees of 

freedom for the natural splines used in the adjustments, were based on prior analysis for 

each biomarker in the HEART study. This prior study used Akaike information criterion 

scores to determine the appropriate values for each.  

The air pollution sources used in the analysis were the following five source 

types determined from our previous principal component analysis and source 

apportionment: Factor 1 – Vehicle and industrial combustion; Factor 2 – Natural soil / 

road dust; Factor 3 – Secondary formation; Factor 4 -  Oil combustion; Factor 5 – 

Vegetative burning.  The aldehydes included in the analysis were formaldehyde, 

acrolein, and acetaldehyde. The percent change in each biomarker corresponding with an 

inter-quartile range increase in each source type or aldehdye on each lag day was 

evaluated.   
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1  Descriptive statistics 

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics for the biomarkers. More detail regarding 

the trends for these biomarkers are described in Zhang et al. In some cases, when a 

subject made a visit, one or more selected biomarkers may not have been collected. For 

vWF, eNO, and pH, this occurred only one time for one subject for each, out of 743 total 

collection opportunities. For sCD40L and sCD62p, a total of ten collection opportunities 

were missed – and six of these ten were for one male subject who did not have these 

biomarkers collected during any of his six visits. For 8-OHdG, 18 collection 

opportunities were missed. Finally, for EBC Nitrite, 50 collection opportunities were 

missed – and 48 of these were during the sixth visit for the 124 subjects who made a 

sixth visit. 

Notably several very low EBC pH values were observed. Three different subjects 

had pHs of 4.7, 5.0, and 5.3, respectively, whereas all other data were above 5.8. These 

low values are likely not due to measurement error but rather due to recent ingestion of 

acidic beverages or a medical condition such as acid reflux (Paget-Brown et al. 2006). 

Therefore, these data were not omitted from the analysis, and a sensitivity analysis with 

the three low values omitted did not show any significant impact on the results.  

All of the biomarkers trended in the expected direction during the Olympic 

period compared to before the Olympics. EBC Nitrite, eNO, sCD62p, sCD40L, and 8-

OHDG all decreased during the Olympic period compared to the period before the 

Olympics, and then increased after the Olympics. vWF decreased during the Olympics 

compared to before, and continued to decrease after the Olympics. pH increased during 
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the Olympics, which is the expected direction, and continued to increase after the 

Olympics.    

3.2  Linear mixed effects model results – biomarker trends by source type 

The results of the linear mixed effect models are shown in Figures 1 through 7. 

Table 3 is a summary of the significant associations between the biomarkers and the air 

pollution factors. There were many significant positive associations, in the expected 

direction, for the biomarkers with the air pollution source factors. This section describes 

the trends for each biomarker, while the following section describes the trend for each 

factor.  

The biomarkers for pulmonary inflammation (pH, EBC Nitrite, and eNO) 

showed significant positive associations most consistently with Factor 1 (vehicle and 

industrial combustion) and Factor 5 (vegetative burning). In Zhang et al., these 

biomarkers showed consistent positive associations with several components of Factor 1 

– CO, EC, SO2, and NO2, and one component of Factor 5, CO. Factors 2 (natural 

soil/road dust) and 4 (oil combustion) showed some, less consistent, significant positive 

associations. The primary components for these factors were metals and other elements. 

As shown in Appendix I, it is also notable that the pulmonary inflammation biomarkers 

and Factors 1, 4, and 5 had similar trends and associations with and without the fall data 

included, while their association with Factor 2 was very sensitive to the omission of the 

fall data.  

Of the three pulmonary inflammation biomarkers, only EBC Nitrite shows 

consistent, significant associations with Factor 3 (secondary formation). These 

associations were similar with and without the fall data included. This is also consistent 
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with Zhang et al.’s analysis of the individual pollutants. Although all three pulmonary 

inflammation biomarkers showed significant positive associations with NO2, only EBC 

Nitrite showed consistent negative associations with O3, which also had a strong loading 

for Factor 3.   

As shown in Figure 1, pH was significantly and negatively associated with 

Factors 1, 2, 4, and 5, and positively associated with Factor 3. The negative associations 

are in the hypothesized direction, as they indicate a decreased exhaled breath condensate 

(EBC) pH (increased airway acidification associated with an increase in a pollution 

source). For Factor 1 (vehicle and industrial combustion), pH decreased by 0.6 to 1.2% 

on lag days 0 through 6 (p<0.02); in Zhang et al. pH was significantly associated in the 

expected direction with many constituents of Factor 1, including PM2.5, SO4
2-

, CO, EC, 

SO2, and NO2. For Factor 2 (natural soil/road dust), only lag days 5 and 7 showed a 

significant decrease (0.3 and 0.4%, p<0.01). Factor 3 (secondary formation), showed 

associations in the opposite (positive) direction. On lag days 3 through 5, pH increased 

by 0.7 to 1.1% (p<0.01). This may be due to the fact that, as previously discussed, 

Factor 3 is inversely related to O3 concentrations, and O3 may decrease EBC pH. In 

Zhang et al.’s work, O3 did not show significant negative or positive associations with 

EBC pH, nor in general did NO2. However, it is possible the inverse relationship 

between these two pollutants were masking the effects in Zhang et al. Factor 4 (oil 

combustion) showed significant associations with decreased pH on lag days 0 through 3 

(0.5 to 1.1%, p< 0.01) and lag day 7 (0.4%, p<0.001). Finally, Factor 5 (vegetative 

burning) showed significant associations with decreased pH on lag days 1 (0.6%, 

p=0.019) and 5 through 7 (0.5 to 1.1%, p<0.01). Zhang et al. showed significant, 
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positive associations with PM2.5, SO4
2-

, and CO, which are all components of Factor 5. 

Also note that the trends and association of pH with these factors was similar with and 

without the fall data included.  

As shown in Figure 2, the trends for the associations of EBC nitrite with the air 

pollution factors tended to follow the same pattern for four of the five factors. The only 

exception was Factor 2 (natural soil/road dust), which showed no significant positive 

associations except for lag day 4 (24.0%, p=0.001). For the other four factors, there were 

significant positive associations with EBC Nitrite on lag days 1 through 3, but generally 

not on lag day 0 or 4 through 7.  For Factor 1 (vehicle and industrial combustion), there 

were significant positive associations on lag days 1 through 3 (11.1 to 13.9%, p<0.001). 

In Zhang et al., EBC nitrite was consistently and significantly associated in the expected 

direction with CO, SO2, EC, OC, and NO2, all components of Factor 1. For Factor 3 

(secondary formation), there were also significant positive associations on lag days 1 

through 3 (18.8 to 33.9%, p<0.001). As previously noted, this pattern was not observed 

for other pulmonary inflammation biomarkers, but is consistent with Zhang et al.’s 

findings, since EBC nitrite was consistently and positively associated with NO2, and 

consistently and negatively associated with O3. For Factor 4 (oil combustion), the 

significant positive associations with EBC nitrite occurred on lag days 1 through 4 (15.5 

to 43.6%, p<0.001). Finally, for Factor 5 (vegetative burning), the significant positive 

associations were on lag days 0 through 3 (7.0 to 32.7%, p<0.05), whereas in Zhang et 

al. the only component of Factor 5 with consistent positive associations with EBC nitrite 

was CO. In general, the trends and associations of EBC nitrite with the factors were 

similar with and without the fall data included, although which lag days showed 
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significant, positive associations with Factor 1 did change when the fall data was 

removed.   

As shown in Figure 3, eNO was positively and significantly associated with 

Factor 5 (vegetative burning) on all lag days at 14.3 to 36.5% (p< 0.02). Based on Zhang 

et al., eNO was consistently positively associated with three primary components of 

Factor 5, PM2.5, SO4
2-

, and CO. It was also significantly and positively association with 

Factor 4 (oil combustion) at 14.6 to 31.9% on lag days 0 through 3 (p<0.001), but the 

associations were not significant at greater lag days, except lag day 7 (6.2%, p=0.017). 

For Factor 1 (vehicle and industrial combustion), there was a significant positive 

association on lag days 0 and 2 through 6, with by far the strongest association on lag 

day 3 (101.0%, p<0.001). Based on Zhang et al., eNO was consistently positively 

associated with six primary pollutants in Factor 1 – PM2.5, SO4
2-

, CO, EC, SO2, and 

NO2. The association of eNO with Factors 1, 4, and 5 was similar with and without the 

fall data included.  

There was no consistent trend for the association of eNO with the other two 

factors, although each factor did have a positive association on certain lag days. For 

Factor 2 (natural soil/road dust), there were significant positive associations on lag days 

1, 4, and 5 (10.3 to 21.2%, p<0.02). For Factor 3 (secondary formation), the significant 

positive associations occurred on lag days 6 and 7 (26.5 to 37.6%, p<0.05). This is 

consistent with the findings of Zhang et al., who showed consistent positive association 

with NO2, but no consistent association with O3. Notably, the associations of eNO with 

Factors 2 and 3 were different when the fall data is excluded.  
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Two of the biomarkers for hemostasis and blood coagulation (vWF and sCD62P) 

showed significant associations in the expected direction consistently with Factors 1 

(vehicle and industrial combustion), 4 (oil combustion), and 5 (vegetative burning). In 

Zhang et al., these biomarkers showed positive associations with PM2.5 and SO2, which 

are both components of Factor 5, and with PM2.5, SO4
2-

, EC, SO2, and CO, which are all 

components of Factor 1. Furthermore, the association of these two biomarkers with 

Factors 1, 4, and 5 were similar with and without the fall data included.   

None of the three biomarkers for hemostasis and blood coagulation showed 

consistent, significant associations with Factor 2 (natural soil/road dust) or Factor 3 

(secondary formation). The finding for Factor 3 is consistent with Zhang et al.’s analysis 

of the individual pollutants, since all three biomarkers showed no consistent association 

with O3. 

As shown in Figure 4, vWF was positively associated with Factor 4 (oil 

combustion) on all lag days with a high level of significance (p<0.001), with effect 

estimates of 2.0 to 6.9%. It was also positively associated with Factor 5 (vegetative 

burning) on all lag days, with effect estimates of 2.3 to 8.4%, although on lag day 1, the 

association was not significant (p=0.019 on lag day 0, p=0.085 on lag day 1, p<0.001 on 

all other lag days). These associations were similar with and without the fall data 

included. In Zhang et al. vWF was consistently associated with three components of 

Factor 5, PM2.5, SO4
2-

, and CO.  

The association of vWF with the other three factors was less consistent, although 

it was positively and significantly associated with both Factor 1 (vehicle and industrial 

combustion) and Factor 3 (secondary formation) on several lag days, including lag day 
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0, at 3.6 and 11.3%, respectively. In Zhang et al., vWF was consistently associated with 

five components of Factor 1 - PM2.5, SO4
2-

, EC, SO2, and CO. vWF generally showed a 

negative association with Factor 2 (natural soil/road dust), which is not the expected 

direction, and there is not an obvious explanation for this result. This relationship was 

not consistent when the fall data was omitted, and may be spurious.   

Interestingly, the association between vWF and Factor 3 (secondary formation) 

trended from a strong positive association, 11.3%, on lag day 0 (p<0.001) to a strong 

negative association, -4.0 to -6.3%, on later lag days (p<0.02 on lag days 5 through 7). 

Since this factor was driven by the titration reaction and increased with nitrogen oxide 

concentrations but decreased with ozone concentrations, it is possible that the observed 

trend is due to cyclical trends in the concentrations of these pollutants. Furthermore, 

previous work by Zhang et al. indicated a similar trend for the association of vWF with 

nitrogen dioxide, and a similar but opposite trend for the association of vWF with ozone. 

These results may imply that vWF is increased when nitrogen oxide concentrations are 

elevated and ozone concentrations are repressed, and is decreased when the opposite is 

true. However, some of these associations were not significant when the fall data was 

omitted, and the trend was not as distinct.    

As shown in Figure 5, sCD62p showed significant positive associations with 

Factors 1, 4, and 5. For Factors 4 (oil combustion) and 5 (vegetative burning), the 

associations were significant on all lag days (p<0.001) and ranged from 3.1 to 8.9% and 

5.6 to 11.2%, respectively. These results were similar with and without the fall data 

included, although the significance of some of the associations disappears when the fall 

data is omitted. Furthermore, in Zhang et al., sCD62p was consistently associated with 
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three components of Factor 5 - PM2.5, SO4
2-

, and CO. For Factor 1 (vehicle and 

industrial combustion), the significant positive associations occurred on lag days 0 to 5 

(4.1 to 15.3%, p<0.005), which was generally consistent with its association in Zhang et 

al. with components of Factor 1, including PM2.5, SO4
2-

, EC, OC, SO2, CO, and NO2.  

The association between sCD62p and Factor 2 (natural soil/road dust) was 

significant only on lag day 5, with a positive effect estimate of 2.9% (p=0.001). For 

Factor 3 (secondary formation), there was a significant positive association on lag day 2 

(7.1%, p=0.003), but significant negative associations on lag days 3 and 4 (-4.2 and -

3.2%, p=0.037 and 0.047, respectively). The inconsistency of the associations for this 

factor may again be due to this factor’s inverse relationship with ozone concentrations, 

although it is worth noting that in Zhang et. al.’s work, sCD62p was negatively 

associated with O3 on several lag days and positively associated with NO2 on most lag 

days. So, if this relationship held, Factor 3 should show a positive association with 

sCD62p, but, as with several other biomarkers, the relationships may be masked by the 

inverse relationship between the components of Factor 3.    

As shown in Figure 6, sCD40L showed only a few significant, positive 

associations. This was also true for individual pollutants in Zhang et al.’s work. For 

Factors 3 (secondary formation) and 4 (oil combustion), there were no significant 

associations in either direction. For Factor 1 (vehicle and industrial combustion), there 

was a significant negative association on lag day 1 (3.8%, p=0.008) and significant 

positive associations on lag days 4 and 5 (3.8 and 3.9%, p=0.002 and 0.001, 

respectively). Factor 2 (natural soil/road dust) showed a negative association on lag day 
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0 (2.1%, p=0.002) and a positive association on lag day 6 (1.1%, p=0.047). These few 

significant associations were generally not consistent when the fall data was omitted.   

As shown in Figure 7, the biomarker for systemic inflammation and oxidative 

stress, 8-OHdG, showed the most consistent positive and significant associations with 

Factor 1 (vehicle and industrial combustion) on lag days 0 through 4 (3.5 to 6.7%, 

p<0.01). The trends in these associations were similar with and without the fall data 

included, although the significance of several lag days disappears when the fall data is 

omitted. In Zhang et al.’s work, 8-OHdG also showed consistent, significant positive 

associations with three components of Factor 1 – PM2.5, SO4
2-

, and EC.  

8-OHdG was not consistently associated with Factor 3 (secondary formation) or 

Factor 5 (oil combustion), but did have significant positive associations on lag days 2, 4, 

6, and 7 (4.6 to 8.7%, p<0.05) with Factor 3 and on lag days 1, 3, and 4 (3.2 to 4.9%, 

p<0.05) with Factor 5. The association with these factors was also sensitive to the 

omission of the fall data. The findings for secondary formation are consistent with 

Zhang et al.’s findings that showed inconsistent associations of 8-OHdG with NO2 and 

O3, but generally in the positive and negative directions with these two pollutants, 

respectively. 8-OHdG showed significant positive associations with Factor 2 (natural 

soil/road dust) and Factor 4 (oil combustion) on only one lag day each – lag day 1 

(1.5%, p<0.05) and lag day 5 (1.9%, p<0.05), respectively.  

3.3  Linear mixed effects model results –source type trends 

Table 3 is a summary of the associations between each biomarker and each 

source type. Factor 1 (vehicle and industrial combustion), consistently had significant 

associations in the hypothesized direction on multiple lag days with most of the 
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biomarkers. The exception was sCD40L, which had a significant negative association on 

lag day 1 and significant positive associations on lag days 4 and 5. The associations of 

Factor 1 with each biomarker was generally consistent with and without the fall data 

included.  

Factor 2 (natural soil/road dust) had very few significant associations in either 

direction for any of the biomarkers. Furthermore, in the few cases were a significant 

association was observed, it was generally in the opposite direction. This trend may be 

due to the typically, relatively benign composition of natural soil and road dust, and 

indicates that it does not appear to have short term effects on the biomarkers in this 

study. 

Factor 3 (secondary formation) showed a number of significant positive 

associations, but also a number of significant negative associations. As discussed 

previously, the inconsistency of the associations for this factor may be due to the fact 

that it represents the titration reaction and is positively associated with the oxides of 

nitrogen and negatively associated with ozone. These associations were also sensitive to 

the omission of the fall data, as might be expected, due to the seasonal nature of 

secondary formation.  

Factors 4 (oil combustion) and 5 (vegetative burning) consistently had significant 

associations in the expected direction on multiple lag days for most of the biomarkers. It 

is worth noting that both of these air pollution factors are influenced significantly by 

seasonal factors. Both of these factors were observed to be lowest during the post-

Olympic test period, in the fall months, compared to the pre-Olympic test period in the 

summer. However, the associations observed between these two factors and the 
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biomarkers were generally consistent with and without the fall data included, indicating 

that while the factors may have a seasonal component, their association with the 

biomarkers does not appear to be affected by this.  

3.4  Linear mixed effects model results –aldehyde trends 

Figures 8 through 14 and Table 4 show the associations between each biomarker 

and the three aldehydes. Formaldehyde had very few significant associations in the 

hypothesized direction with any of the biomarkers. However, it did have associations in 

the opposite direction on multiple lags with EBC Nitrite, eNO, and sCD62P, and on lag 

day 1 with vWF and 8-OHDG. This trend, and the lack of associations in the 

hypothesized direction, may be due to formaldehyde’s strong association with secondary 

sources described in Chapter 2, i.e. its association with ozone but inverse association 

with nitrogen oxides. Ozone and formaldehyde showed a similar trend for the 

biomarkers, while the nitrogen oxides showed an opposite trend. So, the apparent 

beneficial effect of formaldehyde on the biomarkers may be due rather to the fact that 

when formaldehyde concentrations were higher, the concentration of nitrogen oxides 

were lower.  Notably, many of the significant, negative associations for formaldehyde 

with the biomarkers were not significant when the fall data was omitted from the 

analysis (see Appendix I). 

Acrolein was also shown in Chapter 2 to be strongly associated with secondary 

sources and, like formaldehyde, was positively associated with ozone but negatively 

associated with nitrogen oxides. However, unlike formaldehyde, acrolein did show some 

significant associations in the hypothesized direction for lag days 0, 1, and 3 for EBC 

Nitrite. These results may indicate that acrolein affects EBC Nitrite, and the associations 
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on lag days 0 and 3 were still significant with the fall data omitted. The association may 

be spurious, though, since for all of the other biomarkers, including others for 

pulmonary inflammation, acrolein did not show significant associations in the 

hypothesized direction, except for a few on later lag days (3 or greater). The inconsistent 

associations with most of the biomarkers for acrolein may be due to its association with 

secondary sources and, like formaldehyde, the apparent beneficial impact of acrolein on 

many of the biomarkers may actually be due to the lower nitrogen oxide concentrations 

when acrolein concentrations were higher.   

Acetaldehyde had a number of significant associations in the hypothesized 

direction with several of the biomarkers. For EBC Nitrite, it had significant associations 

on lag days 0, 1, and 3, and these were all still significant with the fall data omitted. It 

also showed significant associations on all lag days except lag day 6 for sCD62P, with 

the strongest associations in terms of both magnitude and significance on lag days 0 and 

1. Only lag days 1 and 4 were not significant with the fall data omitted. Acetaldehyde 

also showed significant associations with eNO and sCD40L, but these were only on later 

lag days (3 or greater), and the associations with eNO were sensitive to the omission of 

the fall data.  

As shown in Tables 2 and 6 in Chapter 2, acetaldehyde was associated with the 

oil combustion and vegetative burning source types, and with a number of individual 

combustion pollutants, including nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, PM2.5, and sulfur 

dioxide. These source types and pollutants followed similar trends to acetaldehyde in 

their associations with the biomarkers, and it is also possible that the trends observed for 

acetaldehyde are actually due to the relationship of the biomarkers to the combustion 
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sources rather than to acetaldehyde itself. It is also worth noting that the magnitude of 

the percent change of two of the pulmonary inflammation biomarkers, EBC Nitrite and 

eNO, for one inter-quartile range increase in acetaldehyde were higher than the percent 

change for the other biomarkers (see Table 4). This may be due to a stronger relationship 

for acetaldehyde with respiratory effects than for cardiovascular effects.   

The biomarkers pH, sCD40L, and 8-OHdG had very few significant associations 

in the expected direction with any of the aldehydes. This is not surprising for sCD40L, 

as this biomarker had few significant associations with any air pollution sources in this 

study or other individual pollutants in Zhang et al. The finding is somewhat surprising 

for pH and 8-OHdG, though, as these were both associated with primary and secondary 

air pollution sources and a number of individual pollutants. The lack of associations 

between the aldehydes and these biomarkers may be due to different biological 

mechanisms for the aldehydes compared to the other pollutants and sources (i.e. fewer 

cardiovascular effects), the variability in daily aldehyde concentrations, and the smaller 

available data set for the aldehydes. Notably, most likely due the daily variability and 

smaller data sets, the confidence intervals for the percent biomarker change per inter-

quartile range increase in aldehyde concentrations were generally higher than for other 

individual pollutants or the five source types identified.   

4. Conclusions 

These findings indicate that the restrictions implemented by the Chinese 

government during the Olympic period, which significantly decreased the contribution 

of all major sources of air pollution in Beijing, also had a beneficial impact on 
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biomarkers of blood coagulation, pulmonary and systemic inflammation, and oxidative 

stress.  

Most of the biomarkers included in this study showed significant associations 

with multiple air pollution factors on many lag days. The most notable exception was 

sCD40L. The most consistent, significant associations with the biomarkers were with 

the vehicle and industrial combustion, oil combustion, and vegetative burning factors. 

The natural soil/road dust factor had very few significant associations in either direction 

for any of the biomarkers, and the secondary formation factor showed a number of 

significant positive associations with the biomarkers, but also a number of significant 

negative associations. 

The biomarkers for pulmonary inflammation, particularly pH and eNO, were 

most consistently associated with the factors for vehicle and industrial combustion, oil 

combustion, and vegetative burning. The biomarkers for hemostasis and blood 

coagulation, particularly vWF and sCD62p, were most consistently associated with oil 

combustion, but also associated with vehicle and industrial combustion and vegetative 

burning.  Systemic inflammation, as indicated by 8-OHdG, was most consistently 

associated with vehicle and industrial combustion. 8-OHdG also showed a number of 

associations with secondary formation and vegetative burning, however, these were 

sensitive to the omission of the fall data. The associations between the biomarkers and 

the aldehydes were generally not significant or in the hypothesized direction, although 

EBC nitrite was associated with both acrolein and acetaldehyde, and sCD62p was 

associated with acetaldehyde. Further research is needed to confirm the positive 

association of air pollutants and sources with these biomarkers.   
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Figure 1. Percent change in pH associated with one interquartile increase in factor score, 

controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity (ns=1), 6 day moving average of 

temperature (ns=3), 3 day moving average of relative humidity (ns= 1), gender, and day 

of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure 2. Percent change in EBC Nitrite associated with one interquartile increase in 

factor score, controlling for temperature (ns=2), relative humidity (ns=1), 7 day moving 

average of temperature (ns=3), 3 day moving average of relative humidity (ns= 3), 

gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure 3. Percent change in eNO associated with one interquartile increase in factor 

score, controlling for temperature (ns=2), relative humidity (ns=3), 7 day moving 

average of temperature (ns=2), 7 day moving average of relative humidity (ns= 3), 

gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure 4. Percent change in vWF associated with one interquartile increase in factor 

score, controlling for temperature (ns=3), relative humidity (ns=3), 7 day moving 

average of temperature (ns=3), 6 day moving average of relative humidity (ns= 3), 

gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure 5. Percent change in sCD62p associated with one interquartile increase in factor 

score, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity (ns=3), 7 day moving 

average of temperature (ns=2), 4 day moving average of relative humidity (ns= 2), 

gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure 6. Percent change in sCD40L associated with one interquartile increase in factor 

score, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity (ns=1), 5 day moving 

average of temperature (ns=1), 2 day moving average of relative humidity (ns= 1), 

gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements 
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Figure 7. Percent change in log(8-OHdG) associated with one interquartile increase in 

factor score, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity (ns=1), 7 day moving 

average of temperature (ns=1), 2 day moving average of relative humidity (ns= 3), 

gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure 8. Percent change in pH associated with one interquartile increase in aldehyde 

concentration, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity (ns=1), 6 day 

moving average of temperature (ns=3), 3 day moving average of relative humidity (ns= 

1), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
 

 
 
HCHO = Formaldehyde; MeHCO = Acetaldehyde 
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Figure 9. Percent change in EBC Nitrite associated with one interquartile increase in 

aldehyde concentration, controlling for temperature (ns=2), relative humidity (ns=1), 7 

day moving average of temperature (ns=3), 3 day moving average of relative humidity 

(ns= 3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
 

 
 
 HCHO = Formaldehyde; MeHCO = Acetaldehyde 
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Figure 10. Percent change in eNO associated with one interquartile increase in aldehyde 

concentration, controlling for temperature (ns=2), relative humidity (ns=3), 7 day 

moving average of temperature (ns=2), 7 day moving average of relative humidity (ns= 

3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
 

 
 
 HCHO = Formaldehyde; MeHCO = Acetaldehyde 
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Figure 11. Percent change in vWF associated with one interquartile increase in aldehyde 

concentration, controlling for temperature (ns=3), relative humidity (ns=3), 7 day 

moving average of temperature (ns=3), 6 day moving average of relative humidity (ns= 

3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
 

 
 
 HCHO = Formaldehyde; MeHCO = Acetaldehyde 
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Figure 12. Percent change in sCD62p associated with one interquartile increase in 

aldehyde concentration, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity (ns=3), 7 

day moving average of temperature (ns=2), 4 day moving average of relative humidity 

(ns= 2), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 

 

 
 
 HCHO = Formaldehyde; MeHCO = Acetaldehyde 
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Figure 13. Percent change in sCD40L associated with one interquartile increase in 

aldehyde concentration, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity (ns=1), 5 

day moving average of temperature (ns=1), 2 day moving average of relative humidity 

(ns= 1), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements 
 

 
 
 HCHO = Formaldehyde; MeHCO = Acetaldehyde 
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Figure 14. Percent change in log(8-OHdG) associated with one interquartile increase in 

aldehyde concentration, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity (ns=1), 7 

day moving average of temperature (ns=1), 2 day moving average of relative humidity 

(ns= 3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
 

 

 HCHO = Formaldehyde; MeHCO = Acetaldehyde 
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Table 1. Summary of the biomarker collection and analysis, Beijing, China, June – 

October 2008 

   

Physiological 
function/pathway/ 
Domain 

Specimen 
type 

Collection/ 
measure-

ment 
duration 

Biomarker 
Principle/equipment of 

measurement 

Pulmonary 
inflammation 

 

Exhaled 
breath 

condensate  
20 min 

pH pH meter 

Nitrite HPLC-UV 

Exhaled 
breath 

5 min 
Exhaled nitric oxide 

(eNO) 
NOx chemiluminescence 

analyzer 

Hemostasis / blood 
coagulation 

Blood ~2 min 

von Willebrand Factor 

ELISA based assay 
Soluble CD62P  

(sCD62P) 

sCD40L 

Systemic 
inflammation and  
oxidative stress 

Urine ~1 min 
8-Hydroxy-2’-

deoxyguanosine (8-
OHdG) 

HPLC-ECD 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for biomarkers, Beijing, China, June – October 2008 

 

  pH 
EBC 

Nitrite 
(µmol/L) 

eNO 
(ppm) 

vWF  
(% of 

normal) 

sCD62p 
(ng/mL) 

sCD40L 
(ng/mL) 

8-OHdG 
(mg/mol 

creatinine) 

Mean 7.52 6.46 11.55 92.3 5.79 1.91 8.44 

Standard 
deviation 

0.37 4.22 7.33 30.4 1.6 0.56 18.67 

Number 742 693 742 742 733 733 725 

Before (6/10-7/7) 7.43 8.49 13.09 102.6 6.69 1.93 9.58 

During (8/4-8/29) 7.52 5.43 7.27 90.2 5.20 1.80 7.51 

After (10/6-10/30) 7.61 5.11 14.22 83.8 5.45 2.00 8.21 

Maximum 8.23 36.47 54.8 176.7 11.63 7.54 292.7 

Minimum 4.7 0.53 0.17 7.21 2.92 0.61 -3.59 

Key: µmol/L=micromoles per liter; ppb=parts per billion; ng/mL=nanograms per milliliter; 
mg/mol=milligrams per mole 
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Table 3. Summary of significant associations between biomarkers and air pollution 

source types 

 
Key: Only significant associations are shown. Number of lag days precedes the colon; followed by the 

percent change or range of percent change (for multiple lag days) in the given biomarker for one 

interquartile increase in factor score. Sign and highlighting (+ or -) indicates whether association was 

positive or negative, respectively. Significance of association indicated by asterisks as follows: ***=0 to 

0.001; **=0.001 to 0.01; *=0.01 to 0.05.  

  

 
Bio-

marker 

Factor 1 Vehicle/ 
industrial 

combustion 

Factor 2  
Natural soil/ 

road dust 

Factor 3 
Secondary 
formation 

Factor 4 
Oil combustion 

Factor 5 
Vegetative 

burning 

P
u
lm

o
n
a
ry

 i
n

fl
a

m
m

a
ti
o

n
 

 

 
pH 

 

0-1: 
-
1.0-1.2%*** 

2: 
-
0.6%* 

3: 
-
0.9%*** 

4: 
-
0.6%** 

5-6 
-
0.6-0.8% 

5: 
-
0.3%** 

7: 
-
0.4%*** 

3-5: 
+
0.7-1.1%** 0-1: 

-
1.0-1.1%*** 

2 to 3: 
-
0.5%** 

7: 
-
0.4%*** 

1: 
-
0.6%* 

5: 
-
0.5%** 

6-7: 
-
1.0-1.1%*** 

EBC 
Nitrite 

1-3: 
+
11.1-13.9%*** 

 
4: 

+
24.0%*** 1: 

+
21.9%** 

2-3: 
+
18.8-33.9% 

1-4: 
+
15.5-43.6%*** 0-1: 

+
7.0-8.4%* 

2-3: 
+
25.6-32.7%*** 

 
eNO 

 

0: 
+
21.9%*** 

2-5: 
+
23.1-101.0%*** 

6: 
+
15.9%* 

0: 
-
7.4%** 

1: 
+
11.0%*** 

4: 
+
10.3%*** 

5: 
+
21.2%* 

1: 
+
18.7%* 

4: 
-
16.3%** 

5: 
-
26.0%*** 

6: 
+
37.6%*** 

7: 
+
26.5%* 

0-3: 
+
14.6-31.9%*** 

7: 
+
6.2%* 

0-1: 
+
24.1-24.8%*** 

2: 
+
17.9%* 

3-4: 
+
29.9-30.4%*** 

5: 
+
14.3%** 

6: 
+
36.5%*** 

7: 
+
19.7%** 

H
e
m

o
s
ta

s
is

 /
 b

lo
o
d
 c

o
a
g
u
la

ti
o

n
 

 
vWF 

 

0: 
+
3.6%* 

2: 
+
3.5%** 

3-6: 
+
4.0-5.1%*** 

0: 
-
2.9%*** 

2: 
-
1.8%** 

3: 
-
1.4%*** 

4: 
-
1.0%* 

6: 
-
1.1%** 

 
 

0: 
+
11.3%* 

2: 
+
4.8%* 

5: 
-
6.3%*** 

6: 
-
4.0%* 

7: 
-
6.1%***  

0-7: 
+
2.0-6.9%*** 0: 

+
3.3%* 

2-7: 
+
2.3-8.4%*** 

 
sCD62

P 
 

0-2: 
+
4.1-4.7%** 

3-5: 
+
4.2-15.3%*** 

5: 
+
2.9%*** 2: 

+
7.1%** 

3-4: 
-
3.2-4.2%* 

0-7: 
+
3.1-8.9%*** 0-7: 

+
5.6-11.2%*** 

 
sCD40L 

 

1: 
-
3.8%** 

4: 
+
3.8%** 

5: 
+
3.9%*** 

0: 
-
2.1%** 

6: 
+
1.1%* 

No significant 
associations 

 

No significant 
associations 
 

5: 
+
3.6%** 

6: 
+
2.9%* 

S
y
s
te

m
ic

 i
n
fl
a

m
m

a
ti
o

n
 /
 

o
x
id

a
ti
v
e
 s

tr
e
s
s
 

8-
OHdG 

0-1: 
+
4.2-5.0%** 

2-3: 
+
5.9-6.7%*** 

4: 
+
3.5%** 

1: 
+
1.5%* 2: 

+
5.3%* 

4: 
+
4.6%* 

6: 
+
8.7%*** 

7: 
+
5.3%* 

5: 
+
1.9%* 1: 

+
4.9%** 

3-4: 
+
3.2-3.7%* 
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Table 4. Summary of significant associations between biomarkers and aldehydes 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key: Only significant associations are shown. Number of lag days precedes the colon; followed by the 

percent change or range of percent change (for multiple lag days) in the given biomarker for one 

interquartile increase in aldehyde concentration. Sign and highlighting (+ or -) indicates whether 

association was positive or negative, respectively. Significance of association indicated by asterisks as 

follows: ***=0 to 0.001; **=0.001 to 0.01; *=0.01 to 0.05.  

  

 Biomarker 
Formaldehyde 

(HCHO) 
Acetaldehyde 

(MeCHO) 
Acrolein 

P
u

lm
o
n

a
ry

 i
n

fl
a
m

m
a
ti
o

n
 

 

 
pH 

 

6: 
+
0.6%* 

 
0: 

-
0.6%* 

5: 
-
0.5%* 

1-2: 
+
2.1-2.9%* 

4-7: 
+
1.6-2.2%* 

EBC Nitrite 

2: 
-
30.9%*** 

3: 
+
23.1%*** 

4: 
-
7.4%** 

6: 
-
14.5%** 

7: -13.7%*** 
 

0-1: 
+
13.3-22.3%*** 

3: 
+
19.3%*** 

0-1: 
+
36.1-40.9%*** 

3: 
+
100%*** 

6: 
-
34.3%* 

7: -46.5%*** 
 

 
eNO 

 

0: 
-
33.4%*** 

1: 
-
86.6%*** 

3: 
+
30.3%** 

4: 
-
97.5%** 

6-7: 
-
11.2-22.3%** 

3: 
+
46.5%*** 

4: 
+
12.7%* 

7: 
+
18.1%** 

1: 
-
27.5%*** 

3: 
+
56.7%*** 

4: 
-
46.9%* 

5: 
+
54.4%*** 

6-7: 
-
31.9-46.7%*** 

 

H
e
m

o
s
ta

s
is

 /
 b

lo
o

d
 c

o
a
g

u
la

ti
o
n

 

 
vWF 

 

1: 
-
7.2%* 

3: 
+
5.8%** 

5: 
+
4.3%** 

 

0-3: 
+
5.2-8.5%*** 

4: 
+
3.3%* 

5-7: 
+
4.0-10.2%*** 

 
 

3: 
+
14.9%** 

4: 
-
12.3%** 

7: 
-
9.3%*  

 
sCD62P 

 

1-2: 
-
12.3-15.0%*** 

6-7: 
-
4.2-5.0%* 

0-1: 
+
7.9-9.3%*** 

2: 
+
5.6%** 

3: 
+
6.0%*** 

4: 
+
3.5%* 

5: 
+
5.1%** 

7: 
+
6.8%** 

2: 
-
12.5%*  

3: 
+
22.5%*** 

6-7: 
-
12.1-13.2%** 

 
sCD40L 

 

3: 
+
4.1%* 

 
3: 

+
3.5%* 

4: 
+
4.6%** 

No significant 
associations 

 

S
y
s
te

m
ic

 

in
fl
a
m

m
a

ti
o

n
 /

 

o
x
id

a
ti
v
e

 s
tr

e
s
s
 

8-OHdG 

1: 
-
4.7%*** 

 
No significant 
associations 
 

No significant 
associations 
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Overall Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based on the factors scores from the PCA, the five predominant sources of air 

pollution identified were vehicle and industrial combustion, natural soil/road dust, 

secondary formation, oil combustion, and vegetative burning. Separate factors for 

vehicle and industrial sources were expected as output from the PCA. Otherwise, these 

sources were generally consistent with past source apportionment studies in Beijing, and 

the slight differences may be explained by the lack of spring and winter data in this 

study, as well as by the mandatory control actions put in place during the Olympics.  

 As hypothesized, the factors representing vehicle and industrial combustion and 

oil combustion were significantly lower (p<0.001) during the Olympic period compared 

to before and after the Olympics. Somewhat unexpectedly, the factor representing 

secondary formation was also lower during the Olympics (p<0.0005). This factor was 

positively correlated with nitrogen oxides, which were indeed lower during the 

Olympics, and was negatively correlated with ozone, which was actually higher during 

the Olympics due to decreased titration by the nitrogen oxides.  

 Also somewhat unexpectedly, all five sources of air pollution – even natural 

soil/road dust and vegetative burning - were lower during the main Olympic period (sub-

period 2, between the opening and closing ceremonies) than during the rest of the study 

(p<0.01 except oil combustion, p=0.026). These findings indicate that the restrictions 

implemented by the Chinese government during the Olympic period significantly 

decreased the contribution of all major sources of air pollution in Beijing. 

 The hypothesis that the aldehyde concentrations would be associated with both 

primary and secondary pollutants was confirmed for formaldehyde and acrolein. 
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Formaldehyde and acrolein were significantly associated with the factors for secondary 

formation and vegetative burning, and formaldehyde was also significantly associated 

natural soil/road dust, although the mechanism for that association is not clear. 

Furthermore, although the aggressive air pollution control measures implemented during 

the Olympics, especially when coupled with favorable meteorological conditions, led to 

drastic reductions in air pollution sources as well as individual pollutants such as PM2.5, 

CO, SO2 and NOx, there was not a reduction in concentrations of formaldehyde or 

acrolein. These findings point to the complexity of source control strategies for 

secondary pollutants, suggesting that the secondary photochemical processes may have 

dominated the formation of formaldehyde and acrolein. It appears the elevated 

concentrations of formaldehyde and acrolein during the Beijing Olympics may be due 

largely to their relationship to elevated ozone concentrations, and coincided with high 

incident sunlight and decreased NOx concentrations during the Olympic period.  

 Concentrations of acetaldehyde, on the other hand, decreased during the Olympic 

period compared to the period before. Furthermore, acetaldehyde was significantly 

associated with the primary source factors for oil combustion and vegetative burning, 

but not with the factor for secondary formation. So, although secondary sources did 

appear to influence acetaldehyde concentrations, the primary sources dominated for this 

aldehyde.  

The restrictions implemented by the Chinese government during the Olympic 

period, and the corresponding decreases in all major sources of air pollution in Beijing, 

also had a beneficial impact on biomarkers of blood coagulation, pulmonary and 

systemic inflammation, and oxidative stress. Most of the biomarkers included in this 
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study showed significant associations with multiple air pollution factors on many lag 

days. The most notable exception was sCD40L.  

As expected, the biomarkers had consistent, significant associations with 

combustion sources (vehicle and industrial, oil, and vegetative burning). The natural 

soil/road dust factor had very few significant associations in either direction for any of 

the biomarkers. This is not surprising given the more benign composition of natural 

soil/road dust, which is dominated by low toxicity elements and ions such as calcium, 

magnesium, titanium, and aluminum. The secondary formation factor showed a number 

of significant positive associations with the biomarkers, but also a number of significant 

negative associations. This is also not surprising, since the secondary formation factor 

score increased with increasing NOx concentrations but decreased with increasing ozone 

concentrations. Both of these pollutants are expected to impact cardiorespiratory health, 

so the complex relationship of these two secondary pollutants to one another may have 

obscured any observable impact on the biomarkers. Finally, the associations between the 

biomarkers and the aldehydes were generally not significant or in the hypothesized 

direction, although EBC nitrite was associated with both acrolein and acetaldehyde, and 

sCD62p was associated with acetaldehyde.  

This research indicates that the mandatory air pollution controls implemented by 

the Chinese government during the 2008 Beijing Olympics resulted in measurable and 

statistically significant decreases in all major air pollution sources. They also indicate 

that both primary and secondary source controls are important for aldehydes, although 

secondary sources appear to dominate for formaldehyde and acrolein while primary 

combustion sources appear to dominate for acetaldehyde. Furthermore, the combustion 
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sources (vehicle, industrial, oil, and vegetative burning) showed consistent, statistically 

significant relationships to biomarkers of blood coagulation, pulmonary and systemic 

inflammation, and oxidative stress. The findings indicate that implementing controls for 

combustion sources may have a positive impact on cardiorespiratory health, even in 

healthy young adults.  

In particular, the aggressive control of vehicle and industrial sources by the 

Chinese government had clear impact on reducing the concentrations of many important 

pollutants, and consequently the positive impact on the cardiorespiratory biomarkers. 

However, the results also indicate that even greater benefits on cardiorespiratory health 

could be expected if vegetative burning was more aggressively controlled. The Chinese 

government did not implement any substantial control measures for these sources, but 

this source showed significant associations with many of the biomarkers. Furthermore, 

the results also indicate that even greater benefits on cardiorespiratory health could be 

expected if the vehicle and industrial combustion source controls decreased nitrogen 

oxide concentrations even further, below at least 10 ppb in this case, so that the 

secondary formation of ozone transitioned to a nitrogen oxide limited regime and ozone 

concentrations would thereby be reduced rather than increased.  

There are limitations to this study. The study only encompassed two seasons 

(summer and fall) with air pollution data from only one fixed location outside central 

Beijing and may not reflect the overall trends in Beijing and may not be generalizable to 

other geographical regions. Furthermore, the association between the biomarkers and the 

air pollution sources is limited by the accuracy of the principal component analysis to 

apportion the individual pollutants into the source types. Finally, the human subjects for 
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the biomarker data were drawn from a relatively homogeneous population of healthy 

young Chinese students and the findings may not be generalizable to other populations.  

Further research is needed to explore the relationship between sources of air 

pollution and concentrations of aldehydes and the impact of specific sources on 

biomarkers of blood coagulation, pulmonary and systemic inflammation, and oxidative 

stress. The research should cover a longer time period across all seasons, different study 

populations for the biomarkers, and different geographic regions.  
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 Appendix A – R Scripts 

 

Table A1.  R script for principal component analyses 

  

# remove all objects  

rm(list=ls()); 

# set the working directory. always use forward slashes 

setwd("C:/Users/Owner/My Documents/PhD_Publish/DISSERTATION BEIJING/R/"); 

# load ROBDC package 

library("RODBC"); 

library("timeSeries"); 

library("stats"); 

library("GPArotation"); 

library("psych"); 

SourceDataSheet1 <- odbcConnectExcel("air pollution merge data sets.xls");  

# sqlTables(SourceDataSheet1); 

Data_No_Blanks <- sqlFetch(SourceDataSheet1, "data no blanks_4 PAHs"); 

D1<-as.Date(Data_No_Blanks[[1]]) 

# command for removing columns 

Data_No_Blanks[[1]]<-NULL; 

Data_No_Blanks$F37<-NULL; 

# start factor analysis  

var_list <- paste(names(Data_No_Blanks), sep = "+",collapse="+");  

var_list<-paste("~",var_list,sep="",collapse=""); 

print(var_list); 

pdf(file="Principal Components 2.pdf") 

# calculate a correlation matrix 

cordata <- cor(Data_No_Blanks,use="pairwise.complete.obs",method="pearson") 

write.table(cordata,"clipboard",sep="\t",col.names=NA) 

#principal values  

principal_val<- principal(Data_No_Blanks,rotate="varimax",nfactors=5,scores=TRUE) 

summary(principal_val) 

# VALUES gives eigen values 

eigen <- principal_val$values 

#loadings gives the rotated factors matrix 

loadings <- principal_val$loadings 

weights <- principal_val$weights 

scores <- principal_val$scores 

write.table(eigen,"clipboard",sep="\t",col.names=NA) 

write.table(loadings,"clipboard",sep="\t",col.names=NA) 

write.table(weights,"clipboard",sep="\t",col.names=NA) 
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write.table(scores,"clipboard",sep="\t",col.names=NA)  

# TIME SERIES PLOTS 

# no of variables in frame 

pdf(file="Time Series Plots.pdf"); 

for (i in 1:length(Data_No_Blanks)) 

# for (i in 2:2) 

{ 

z<-timeSeries(Data_No_Blanks[i],D1 ); 

# png(file=paste("myplot",i,".png"),width=800, height=600 ); 

# win.graph(width=10.0, height=5.5) 

plot(z, main="Plot of Time Series Data",sub="", lwd=2,col.main="blue", 

col.sub="blue", col="red", xlab="Time Period" ); 

} 

# close the device else the pdf will be locked 

dev.off(); 

# Q & Q plots  

# for (i in 2:2) 

pdf(file="QandQ Plots.pdf") 

for (i in 1:length(Data_No_Blanks)) 

{ 

qqnorm.default(Data_No_Blanks[[i]],col="red",main=names(Data_No_Blanks)[i]) ; 

qqline(Data_No_Blanks[[i]]) ; 

} 

#end of script for project 
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Table A2. R script for regression of air pollution source types with weather data 

rm(list=ls()); 

setwd("C:/Users/Owner/My Documents/PhD_Publish/DISSERTATION BEIJING/R/"); 

# load packages 

library("RODBC"); 

library("car"); 

SourceDataSheet1 <- odbcConnectExcel("weather data.xls"); 

Data_No_Blanks <- sqlFetch(SourceDataSheet1, "Weather") 

D1<-as.Date(Data_No_Blanks[[1]]) 

Data_No_Blanks[[1]]<-NULL; 

Data_No_Blanks$F14<-NULL; 

var_list <- paste(names(Data_No_Blanks), sep = "+",collapse="+"); 

print(var_list); 

Factor1 <- Data_No_Blanks[[1]] 

Tavg <- Data_No_Blanks[[2]] 

Rhavg <- Data_No_Blanks[[3]] 

Baroavg <- Data_No_Blanks[[4]] 

UVAavg <- Data_No_Blanks[[5]] 

UVBavg <- Data_No_Blanks[[6]] 

WindVavg <- Data_No_Blanks[[7]] 

Rain <- Data_No_Blanks [[8]] 

N <- Data_No_Blanks[[9]] 

W <- Data_No_Blanks[[10]] 

S <- Data_No_Blanks[[11]] 

E <- Data_No_Blanks[[12]] 

options(contrasts=c(unordered="contr.sum",ordered="contr.poly")) 

fit <- lm(Factor1 ~ Tavg + Rhavg + Baroavg + UVAavg + UVBavg + WindVavg + 

Rain + N + W + S + E) 

summary(fit) # show results  

coeff <- coefficients(fit) # model coefficients 

write.table(coeff,"clipboard",sep="\t",col.names=NA) 

ci <- confint(fit, level=0.95) # CIs for model parameters  

write.table(ci,"clipboard",sep="\t",col.names=NA) 

anova <- Anova(fit,type="III") # anova table  Type III sum of squares 

write.table(anova,"clipboard",sep="\t",col.names=NA) 

odbcClose(SourceDataSheet1); 
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Table A3. R script for regression of aldehydes with air pollution source types 

rm(list=ls()); 

setwd("C:/Users/Owner/My Documents/DISSERTATION BEIJING/R/"); 

# load packages 

library("RODBC"); 

library("car"); 

SourceDataSheet1 <- odbcConnectExcel("aldehydes with factors.xls"); 

Data_No_Blanks <- sqlFetch(SourceDataSheet1, "Aldehydes") 

D1<-as.Date(Data_No_Blanks[[1]]) 

Data_No_Blanks[[1]]<-NULL; 

Data_No_Blanks$F14<-NULL; 

var_list <- paste(names(Data_No_Blanks), sep = "+",collapse="+"); 

print(var_list); 

HCHO <- Data_No_Blanks[[1]] 

Factor1 <- Data_No_Blanks[[2]] 

Factor2 <- Data_No_Blanks[[3]] 

Factor3 <- Data_No_Blanks[[4]] 

Factor4 <- Data_No_Blanks[[5]] 

Factor5 <- Data_No_Blanks[[6]] 

options(contrasts=c(unordered="contr.sum",ordered="contr.poly")) 

fit <- lm(HCHO ~ Factor1 + Factor2 + Factor3 + Factor4 + Factor5) 

summary(fit) # show results  

coeff <- coefficients(fit) # model coefficients 

write.table(coeff,"clipboard",sep="\t",col.names=NA) 

ci <- confint(fit, level=0.95) # CIs for model parameters  

write.table(ci,"clipboard",sep="\t",col.names=NA) 

anova <- Anova(fit,type="III") # anova table  Type III sum of squares 

write.table(anova,"clipboard",sep="\t",col.names=NA) 

odbcClose(SourceDataSheet1); 
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Table A4. R script for linear mixed effects model 

 

# load packages  

library("RODBC");  

library("nlme");  

library("splines");   

# delete all the objects  

rm(list=ls())  

# set working directory  

setwd("C:/Users/Owner/My Documents/DISSERTATION BEIJING/R/")  

#initialize these variables for storing results  

model_var<-NULL  

ciu <- NULL  

cil <- NULL  

z <- NULL  

p <- NULL  

slope <- NULL  

se <- NULL  

ai <- NULL  

intr<- NULL  

# connect to excel  

conn <- odbcConnectExcel("STEP1_VERSION2.xls")  

# import from excel   

main_data <- sqlQuery(conn, "select * from [Sheet1$]")  

# rename illegal names   

names(main_data) <- make.names(names(main_data))  

# attach the main_data, so that we need not use$ we will detach with detach  

attach(main_data)  

# this vars will be in all datasets  

always_var=subset(main_data,select=c("TEMPHR24","RHHR24","wkday","gender","i

d"))  

#dvs  

# uncomment this line for entire dataset and comment the next line  

for (i in 2:8){  

#for(i in 7:8){  

 for (j in 24:71){ 

# for (j in 24:25){ 

       # add dependent variable biomarker  

       reg_data<-main_data[i]  

       # add the always needed data  
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       reg_data<-cbind(reg_data,always_var)  

       # add the pollutant IV variable  

       reg_data<-cbind(reg_data,main_data[j])  

   #now for selecting the mving average temp and H 

 # for dep var vWF 

  switch(names(reg_data)[1],"vWF"={reg_data<-

cbind(reg_data,TEMPMA7,RHMA6)},  

  "eNO_con_ppb"={reg_data<-cbind(reg_data,TEMPMA7,RHMA7)}, 

  "nitriteinEBC_uM"={reg_data<-cbind(reg_data,TEMPMA7,RHMA3)}, 

  "Corrected_OHdG_mgmol"={reg_data<-

cbind(reg_data,TEMPMA7,RHMA2)}, 

  "PH"={reg_data<-cbind(reg_data,TEMPMA6,RHMA3)}, 

  "sCD40L_ngml"={reg_data<-cbind(reg_data,TEMPMA5,RHMA2)}, 

  "sCD62p_ngml"={reg_data<-cbind(reg_data,TEMPMA7,RHMA4)}) 

      # based on dependent variable change the spline ns also  

  switch(names(reg_data)[1],"vWF"={ns_vec<-c(3,3,3,3)},  

  "eNO_con_ppb"={ns_vec<-c(2,3,2,3)}, 

  "nitriteinEBC_uM"={ns_vec<-c(2,1,3,3)}, 

  "Corrected_OHdG_mgmol"={ns_vec<-c(1,1,1,3)}, 

  "PH"={ns_vec<-c(1,1,3,1)}, 

  "sCD40L_ngml"={ns_vec<-c(1,1,1,1)}, 

  "sCD62p_ngml"={ns_vec<-c(1,3,2,2)})  

      #print(head(reg_data))  

 # end of loop for each combination of a given dep and IV variable 

      # print(summary(reg_data))  

      # Run the regression using the temp data set  

      old_names=names(reg_data)  

names(reg_data)=c("vdep","TEMPHR24","RHHR24","wkday","gender","id","VIV1","

TEMPMA","RHMA")  

 TEMP24_ns<-ns(TEMPHR24,ns_vec[1]) 

      RHR24_ns <-ns(RHHR24,ns_vec[2])  

 TEMPMA_ns<- ns(reg_data$TEMPMA,ns_vec[3]) 

      RHMA_ns<- ns(reg_data$RHMA,ns_vec[4])   

 a1 <- lme(vdep ~ VIV1 + TEMP24_ns + RHR24_ns + TEMPMA_ns + 

RHMA_ns + factor(gender) + factor(wkday), random=~1|id, data=reg_data, 

na.action=na.omit) 

 # retrieve the values that need to be saved 

      model_var1<-paste(old_names,collapse="|")  

      model_var2<-paste(ns_vec,collapse="|")  

      # print(model_var2)  
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      model_var3<-paste(model_var1,"|",model_var2)    

      model_var<-c(model_var,model_var3)   

      # print(model_var)  

 ciu <-c(ciu,a1$coef$fixed[2]+1.96*sqrt(a1$var[2,2])) 

 cil <-c(cil,a1$coef$fixed[2]-1.96*sqrt(a1$var[2,2])) 

 z <- c(z,a1$coef$fixed[2]/sqrt(a1$var[2,2])) 

 p <- c(p,2*(1-pnorm(abs(a1$coef$fixed[2]/sqrt(a1$var[2,2]))))) 

 slope <- c(slope,a1$coef$fixed[2]) 

 se <- c(se,sqrt(a1$var[2,2])) 

 ai <- c(ai,AIC(a1)) 

      intr<-c(intr,a1$coef$fixed[1])  

      # delete the temp data set   

      rm(reg_data)  

      ns_vec<-NULL  

 } 

}  

      final_output=data.frame(model_var,ciu,cil,z,p,slope,se,ai,intr)  

      write.table(final_output, "final_output.csv", col.names = NA, sep = "," )   

odbcClose(conn);  
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Appendix B – Quartile Plots 

Figure B1. Pollutant quartile plots, non-log transformed data 
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Figure B2. Pollutant quartile plots, log transformed data 
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Appendix C – Time Series Plots for Pollutants 

 

Figure C1. Time series plots for pollutants 
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Appendix D – Descriptive Statistics for Pollutants 

 

Table D1. Descriptive statistics for pollutants 
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Appendix E – Correlation Matrix for Principal Component Analysis 

 

Table E1. Correlation matrix for principal component analysis 
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Appendix F – Regression of Air pollution Source Types with Weather Data 

 
Significance codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  

 

Table F1. Regression of factor 1 with weather data 

    
Coefficients: 

   

 
x 2.50% 97.50%               Estimate Std. Error    t value Pr(>|t|) 

(Intercept) -30.8702 -83.0213 21.28087 (Intercept) -30.870196  25.876703  -1.193  0.23927 

Tavg 0.106407 0.030585 0.182229 Tavg          0.106407   0.037622   2.828  0.00702 ** 

Rhavg 0.00968 -0.0127 0.032059 Rhavg         0.009680   0.011104   0.872  0.38808 

Baroavg 0.028292 -0.02221 0.078792 Baroavg       0.028292   0.025057   1.129  0.26498 

UVAavg -0.01553 -0.16987 0.138813 UVAavg       -0.015531   0.076583  -0.203  0.84023 

UVBavg -2.13319 -4.25109 -0.01529 UVBavg       -2.133187   1.050875  -2.030  0.04844 * 

WindVavg 0.054719 -0.85899 0.968425 WindVavg      0.054719   0.453370   0.121  0.90448 

Rain -0.00115 -0.01577 0.013464 Rain         -0.001155   0.007254  -0.159  0.87425 

N -0.00992 -0.01956 -0.00027 N            -0.009918   0.004786  -2.072  0.04413 * 

W -0.00993 -0.03036 0.010492 W            -0.009934   0.010135  -0.980  0.33237 

S -0.00774 -0.03846 0.022983 S            -0.007738   0.015243  -0.508  0.61426 

E -0.0021 -0.02481 0.02061 E            -0.002100   0.011268  -0.186  0.85301 

         

 
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F) 

    
(Intercept) 0.409076 1 1.423184 0.239274 

    
Tavg 2.299319 1 7.999386 0.007019 

    
Rhavg 0.21843 1 0.759924 0.388084 

    
Baroavg 0.366434 1 1.274834 0.26498 

    
UVAavg 0.011822 1 0.041128 0.840227 

    
UVBavg 1.184399 1 4.120551 0.048439 

    
WindVavg 0.004187 1 0.014567 0.904484 

    
Rain 0.007283 1 0.025339 0.874253 

    
N 1.234312 1 4.294201 0.044134 

    
W 0.276136 1 0.960684 0.332373 

    
S 0.074065 1 0.257673 0.614259 

    
E 0.009984 1 0.034734 0.85301 

    
Residuals 12.64723 44 NA NA 
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Table F2. Regression of factor 2 with weather data 

    
Coefficients: 

   

 
x 2.50% 97.50%                   Estimate    Std. Error    t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept) -24.7059 -63.2517 13.83994 (Intercept) -24.705891  19.125957  -1.292   0.2032   

Tavg -0.0105 -0.06654 0.045545 Tavg         -0.010497   0.027807  -0.377   0.7076   

Rhavg -0.01977 -0.03631 -0.00323 Rhavg        -0.019773   0.008207  -2.409   0.0202 * 

Baroavg 0.025672 -0.01165 0.062997 Baroavg       0.025672   0.018520   1.386   0.1727   

UVAavg -0.01132 -0.1254 0.102757 UVAavg       -0.011321   0.056604  -0.200   0.8424   

UVBavg -1.04188 -2.60726 0.5235 UVBavg       -1.041880   0.776722  -1.341   0.1867   

WindVavg -0.1245 -0.79984 0.550836 WindVavg     -0.124502   0.335094  -0.372   0.7120   

Rain 0.008307 -0.0025 0.019113 Rain          0.008307   0.005361   1.549   0.1284   

N 0.005426 -0.0017 0.012555 N             0.005426   0.003538   1.534   0.1322   

W 0.009277 -0.00582 0.024374 W             0.009277   0.007491   1.239   0.2221   

S 0.009215 -0.01349 0.031921 S             0.009215   0.011266   0.818   0.4178   

E 0.009426 -0.00736 0.026212 E             0.009426   0.008329   1.132  0.2638 
 

         

 
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F) 

    
(Intercept) 0.262015 1 1.668609 0.203189 

    
Tavg 0.022374 1 0.142488 0.707635 

    
Rhavg 0.911456 1 5.804496 0.020237 

    
Baroavg 0.301704 1 1.921367 0.172691 

    
UVAavg 0.006281 1 0.04 0.842401 

    
UVBavg 0.282537 1 1.799304 0.18668 

    
WindVavg 0.021677 1 0.138044 0.712016 

    
Rain 0.376982 1 2.400764 0.12844 

    
N 0.369397 1 2.352458 0.132245 

    
W 0.240859 1 1.533883 0.222098 

    
S 0.105054 1 0.669023 0.4178 

    
E 0.201152 1 1.281011 0.263842 

    
Residuals 6.909137 44 NA NA 
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Table F3. Regression of factor 3 with weather data 

    
Coefficients: 

   

 
x 2.50% 97.50%                   Estimate    Std. Error     t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept) 74.80164 18.75225 130.851 (Intercept)  7.480e+01  2.781e+01   2.690  0.01007 *  

Tavg -0.11177 -0.19326 -0.03028 Tavg        -1.118e-01  4.043e-02  -2.764  0.00830 ** 

Rhavg 0.007633 -0.01642 0.031685 Rhavg        7.633e-03  1.193e-02   0.640  0.52575    

Baroavg -0.07273 -0.12701 -0.01846 Baroavg     -7.273e-02  2.693e-02  -2.701  0.00978 ** 

UVAavg 0.020547 -0.14533 0.186428 UVAavg       2.055e-02  8.231e-02   0.250  0.80403    

UVBavg -0.89459 -3.1708 1.381625 UVBavg      -8.946e-01  1.129e+00  -0.792  0.43257    

WindVavg -0.20759 -1.18959 0.774421 WindVavg    -2.076e-01  4.873e-01  -0.426  0.67216    

Rain 0.003428 -0.01228 0.01914 Rain         3.428e-03  7.796e-03   0.440  0.66232    

N 0.001127 -0.00924 0.011493 N            1.126e-03  5.144e-03   0.219  0.82767    

W 9.48E-05 -0.02186 0.022047 W            9.485e-05  1.089e-02   0.009  0.99309    

S 0.00202 -0.031 0.035036 S            2.020e-03  1.638e-02   0.123  0.90245    

E -0.00988 -0.03429 0.014524 E           -9.883e-03  1.211e-02  -0.816  0.41885 

         

 
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F) 

    
(Intercept) 2.401856 1 7.234175 0.010068 

    
Tavg 2.537062 1 7.641404 0.008301 

    
Rhavg 0.135821 1 0.409081 0.525753 

    
Baroavg 2.421722 1 7.29401 0.009785 

    
UVAavg 0.020691 1 0.062319 0.804029 

    
UVBavg 0.208299 1 0.627379 0.432568 

    
WindVavg 0.060261 1 0.1815 0.672165 

    
Rain 0.064186 1 0.193323 0.662317 

    
N 0.015923 1 0.047959 0.827666 

    
W 2.52E-05 1 7.58E-05 0.993092 

    
S 0.005045 1 0.015196 0.902452 

    
E 0.221116 1 0.665982 0.418852 

    
Residuals 14.60867 44 NA NA 
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Table F4. Regression of factor 4 with weather data 

    
Coefficients: 

   

 
x 2.50% 97.50%                    Estimate Std. Error    t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept) 7.699861 -85.4353 100.835 (Intercept)  7.699861  46.212490   0.167  0.86843    

Tavg -0.15638 -0.29179 -0.02097 Tavg        -0.156381   0.067188  -2.328  0.02460 *  

Rhavg -0.05624 -0.0962 -0.01627 Rhavg       -0.056238   0.019831  -2.836  0.00688 ** 

Baroavg 0.001631 -0.08856 0.091817 Baroavg      0.001631   0.044749   0.036  0.97109    

UVAavg -0.11213 -0.38777 0.163508 UVAavg      -0.112131   0.136768  -0.820  0.41672    

UVBavg -3.68071 -7.463 0.101594 UVBavg      -3.680705   1.876729  -1.961  0.05620 .  

WindVavg 0.467168 -1.16459 2.098931 WindVavg     0.467168   0.809660   0.577  0.56688    

Rain 0.007194 -0.01891 0.033302 Rain         0.007194   0.012954   0.555  0.58150    

N -0.00783 -0.02506 0.009393 N           -0.007834   0.008548  -0.917  0.36440    

W -0.02333 -0.05981 0.013142 W           -0.023335   0.018099  -1.289  0.20405    

S 0.009054 -0.04581 0.063917 S            0.009054   0.027222   0.333  0.74101    

E -0.02487 -0.06542 0.01569 E           -0.024866   0.020124  -1.236  0.22314  

         

 
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F) 

    
(Intercept) 0.02545 1 0.027762 0.868433 

    
Tavg 4.966233 1 5.417309 0.024601 

    
Rhavg 7.37285 1 8.042515 0.00688 

    
Baroavg 0.001217 1 0.001328 0.971095 

    
UVAavg 0.6162 1 0.672168 0.416716 

    
UVBavg 3.526162 1 3.846438 0.056199 

    
WindVavg 0.3052 1 0.332921 0.566885 

    
Rain 0.282687 1 0.308363 0.581499 

    
N 0.770047 1 0.839989 0.364396 

    
W 1.523778 1 1.662181 0.204046 

    
S 0.101414 1 0.110626 0.741013 

    
E 1.399739 1 1.526875 0.223139 

    
Residuals 40.33631 44 NA NA 
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Table F5. Regression of factor 5 with weather data 

    
Coefficients: 

   

 
x 2.50% 97.50%                   Estimate    Std. Error      t value Pr(>|t|)   

(Intercept) -2.70736 -100.108 94.69324 (Intercept) -2.707e+00  4.833e+01  -0.056   0.9556   

Tavg 0.004586 -0.13702 0.146196 Tavg         4.586e-03  7.027e-02   0.065   0.9483   

Rhavg 0.023903 -0.01789 0.0657 Rhavg        2.390e-02  2.074e-02   1.153   0.2553   

Baroavg 0.002381 -0.09194 0.096697 Baroavg      2.381e-03  4.680e-02   0.051   0.9597   

UVAavg 0.006688 -0.28157 0.29495 UVAavg       6.688e-03  1.430e-01   0.047   0.9629   

UVBavg -3.47908 -7.4346 0.476447 UVBavg      -3.479e+00  1.963e+00  -1.773   0.0832 . 

WindVavg -1.30642 -3.01292 0.400071 WindVavg    -1.306e+00  8.467e-01  -1.543   0.1300   

Rain 0.006477 -0.02083 0.033781 Rain         6.477e-03  1.355e-02   0.478   0.6349   

N 9.92E-05 -0.01792 0.018115 N            9.922e-05  8.939e-03   0.011   0.9912   

W -0.01162 -0.04977 0.026524 W           -1.162e-02  1.893e-02  -0.614   0.5423   

S 0.013581 -0.04379 0.070957 S            1.358e-02  2.847e-02   0.477   0.6357   

E 0.021724 -0.02069 0.064138 E            2.172e-02  2.105e-02   1.032   0.3076  

         

 
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F) 

    
(Intercept) 0.003146 1 0.003138 0.95558 

    
Tavg 0.004271 1 0.00426 0.948256 

    
Rhavg 1.331953 1 1.328463 0.255303 

    
Baroavg 0.002595 1 0.002588 0.959658 

    
UVAavg 0.002192 1 0.002186 0.962917 

    
UVBavg 3.150418 1 3.142163 0.083216 

    
WindVavg 2.386746 1 2.380492 0.130021 

    
Rain 0.229202 1 0.228602 0.63493 

    
N 0.000124 1 0.000123 0.991194 

    
W 0.378089 1 0.377098 0.542323 

    
S 0.22819 1 0.227592 0.635676 

    
E 1.068333 1 1.065534 0.307597 

    
Residuals 44.1156 44 NA NA 
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Appendix G – Potential Impact of Ozone on Aldehyde Measurements 

 

In order to evaluate the possibility of DNSH and DNSH-derivatives oxidation 

within the sampling cartridges, we used a dynamic dilution system. Aldehydes and 

ozone were introduced into the dilution system at desired concentrations.  A wide range 

of carbonyls (1-100ppb) and ozone (0-300ppb) were achieved by adjusting the ozone 

generator output and regulating the total flow rates through the clean dilution air. The 

test conditions were as the following: (1) sampling duration was 48 hours; (2) chamber 

temperature was 25C; (3) face velocity was 0.05 m/s; (4) relative humidity were 32% 

and 90%; (5) ozone concentrations in the chamber (ppb) were 0, 50, 100, 200, and 300.  

Measured concentrations of formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and acrolein, under 

different ozone concentrations are shown in Table G1.  Results show that the presence 

of ozone from 50 ppb to 300 ppb caused <10% changes in measured concentrations of 

formaldehyde and that the presence of ozone from 50 ppb to 200 ppb caused <10% 

changes in measured concentrations of acetaldehyde and <15% changes in measured 

concentrations of acrolein.   

 

Table G1. Measured concentrations for three aldehydes with different ozone 

concentrations and the recovery for two different methods 

 
 Aldehydes concentration: Mean±sd (ppb, n=4) 

Ozone (ppb) 0 50 100 200 300 

Formaldehyde  42.39±1.14 37.94±2.55 39.01±2.15 39.02±3.30 38.39±4.18 

Acetaldehyde  22.23±0.25 20.12±1.30 20.12±1.07 21.01±1.66 17.89±0.94 

Acrolein  17.03±0.39 14.73±0.67 15.31±1.22 14.46±1.06 13.02±0.81 

 

The ratio of measured aldehydes concentrations, with and without the presence 

of ozone, ranged from 89.5%-92.0% for formaldehyde, 80.5%-94.5% for acetaldehyde, 

and 76.5%-89.9% for acrolein. 
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Samples and field controls were eluted with acetonitrile and aliquots of extracts 

were analyzed using an HPLC system with fluorescent detection. A Nova-Pak C18 

column was used, along with a mobile phase program described as follows: mobile 

phase A was composed of 80% water, 10% acetonitrile, and 10% tetrahydrofuran 

containing 0.68 g/L of KH2PO4 and 3.48 g/L of K2HPO4; mobile phase B was 

composed of 30% water, 40% acetonitrile, and 30% tetrahydrofuran containing 0.68 g/L 

of KH2PO4 and 3.48 g/L of K2HPO4. The excitation and emission wavelengths used 

for detecting aldehyde–DNSH derivatives were 250 nm and 525 nm, respectively. The 

collection efficiencies for ambient formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein of this 

method were 115.5%±11.0%, 105.8%±9.1%, and 87.5%±4.7% (mean ± SD, N=30), 

respectively. The analytical detection limits of the method were 0.98 ng, 0.86 ng and 

1.15 ng per cartridge and the analytical precision, determined as relative standard 

deviations (RSDs) of replicate samples, were 7.72%, 1.84% and 4.56% (N=8) for 

formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein, respectively. 
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Appendix H – Regression of Aldehydes with Air pollution Source Types 

 
P-value significance codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  

 

Table H1. Regression of formaldehyde with air pollution source types 

x Beta 
   (Intercept) 28.73245 *** 

  Factor1 1.363131 
   Factor2 -4.45709 *** 

  Factor3 -8.62932 *** 
  Factor4 2.42638 

   Factor5 4.985685 *** 
  

     

 
2.50% 97.50% 

  (Intercept) 26.01616 31.44873 
  Factor1 -1.64708 4.373338 
  Factor2 -6.9829 -1.93128 
  Factor3 -11.4413 -5.81734 
  Factor4 -1.09895 5.95171 
  Factor5 2.173796 7.797574 
  

     

 
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F) 

(Intercept) 59771.1 1 445.5374 1.44E-31 

Factor1 109.5416 1 0.81653 0.369387 

Factor2 1663.404 1 12.39912 0.000772 

Factor3 5030.665 1 37.49888 5.16E-08 

Factor4 253.0551 1 1.886288 0.174133 

Factor5 1679.385 1 12.51824 0.000732 

Residuals 9122.544 68 NA NA 
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Table H2. Regression of acetaldehyde with air pollution source types 

x Beta 
   (Intercept) 26.78771 *** 

  Factor1 1.611338 
   Factor2 -3.57009 
   Factor3 -2.89021 
   Factor4 6.147548 ** 

  Factor5 6.221243 *** 
  

     

 
2.50% 97.50% 

  (Intercept) 23.3637 30.21173 
  Factor1 -2.03905 5.261731 
  Factor2 -9.58794 2.447767 
  Factor3 -6.46996 0.689538 
  Factor4 1.921706 10.37339 
  Factor5 2.873307 9.569178 
  

     

 
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F) 

(Intercept) 44895.09 1 244.4208 2.31E-23 

Factor1 142.9203 1 0.778096 0.381077 

Factor2 258.1512 1 1.405444 0.240267 

Factor3 478.1386 1 2.603114 0.111652 

Factor4 1552.305 1 8.451163 0.005031 

Factor5 2532.794 1 13.7892 0.000436 

Residuals 11571.81 63 NA NA 
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Table H3. Regression of acrolein with air pollution source types 

x Beta 
   (Intercept) 2.204626 *** 

  Factor1 0.008989 
   Factor2 -0.17058 
   Factor3 -0.43983 *** 

  Factor4 0.243469 * 
  Factor5 0.257751 ** 
  

     

 
2.50% 97.50% 

  (Intercept) 2.015871 2.393381 
  Factor1 -0.19871 0.216692 
  Factor2 -0.41521 0.074047 
  Factor3 -0.63408 -0.24558 
  Factor4 0.005022 0.481917 
  Factor5 0.065806 0.449696 
  

     

 
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F) 

(Intercept) 322.2458 1 544.7688 1.04E-32 

Factor1 0.004425 1 0.00748 0.931352 

Factor2 1.148582 1 1.941722 0.168378 

Factor3 12.11039 1 20.47308 2.74E-05 

Factor4 2.462733 1 4.163344 0.045504 

Factor5 4.259533 1 7.200903 0.009297 

Residuals 37.26624 63 NA NA 
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Appendix I – Association of Biomarkers with Source Types and Aldehydes  

(Fall Data Omitted) 
 

Figure I1. Percent change in pH associated with one interquartile increase in factor 

score, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity (ns=1), 6 

day moving average of temperature (ns=3), 3 day moving average of relative humidity 

(ns= 1), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure I2. Percent change in EBC Nitrite associated with one interquartile increase in 

factor score, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=2), relative humidity 

(ns=1), 7 day moving average of temperature (ns=3), 3 day moving average of relative 

humidity (ns= 3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure I3. Percent change in eNO associated with one interquartile increase in factor 

score, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=2), relative humidity (ns=3), 7 

day moving average of temperature (ns=2), 7 day moving average of relative humidity 

(ns= 3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure I4. Percent change in vWF associated with one interquartile increase in factor 

score, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=3), relative humidity (ns=3), 7 

day moving average of temperature (ns=3), 6 day moving average of relative humidity 

(ns= 3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure I5. Percent change in sCD62p associated with one interquartile increase in factor 

score, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity (ns=3), 7 

day moving average of temperature (ns=2), 4 day moving average of relative humidity 

(ns= 2), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure I6. Percent change in sCD40L associated with one interquartile increase in factor 

score, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity (ns=1), 5 

day moving average of temperature (ns=1), 2 day moving average of relative humidity 

(ns= 1), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements 
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Figure I7. Percent change in log(8-OHdG) associated with one interquartile increase in 

factor score, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity 

(ns=1), 7 day moving average of temperature (ns=1), 2 day moving average of relative 

humidity (ns= 3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure I8. Percent change in pH associated with one interquartile increase in aldehyde 

concentration, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative humidity 

(ns=1), 6 day moving average of temperature (ns=3), 3 day moving average of relative 

humidity (ns= 1), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure I9. Percent change in EBC Nitrite associated with one interquartile increase in 

aldehyde concentration, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=2), relative 

humidity (ns=1), 7 day moving average of temperature (ns=3), 3 day moving average of 

relative humidity (ns= 3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure I10. Percent change in eNO associated with one interquartile increase in 

aldehyde concentration, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=2), relative 

humidity (ns=3), 7 day moving average of temperature (ns=2), 7 day moving average of 

relative humidity (ns= 3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure I11. Percent change in vWF associated with one interquartile increase in 

aldehyde concentration, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=3), relative 

humidity (ns=3), 7 day moving average of temperature (ns=3), 6 day moving average of 

relative humidity (ns= 3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure I12. Percent change in sCD62p associated with one interquartile increase in 

aldehyde concentration, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative 

humidity (ns=3), 7 day moving average of temperature (ns=2), 4 day moving average of 

relative humidity (ns= 2), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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Figure I13. Percent change in sCD40L associated with one interquartile increase in 

aldehyde concentration, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative 

humidity (ns=1), 5 day moving average of temperature (ns=1), 2 day moving average of 

relative humidity (ns= 1), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements 
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Figure I14. Percent change in log(8-OHdG) associated with one interquartile increase in 

aldehyde concentration, fall data omitted, controlling for temperature (ns=1), relative 

humidity (ns=1), 7 day moving average of temperature (ns=1), 2 day moving average of 

relative humidity (ns= 3), gender, and day of week for biomarker measurements. 
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